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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR BUYERS ON AUCTION 86
- The lots are definitely awarded in the auction room on the days of sale: 9th December 2020 – 2.00 pm
GMT in Bertolami Fine Art, 1 Harewood Place, Mayfair (London W1S 1BU- United Kingdom), or 14 Hanover
Square, Mayfair, (London, W1S 1HP - United Kingdom).

- Bertolami Fine Arts reserves the right to withdraw any lot. The auctioneer during the auction, has the right
to unite or separate lots and possibly vary the order of sale. He may, at its own discretion, withdraw lots
if the bids in the auction does not reach the reserve price agreed between Bertolami Fine Arts and seller.
- The successful bidder will pay a commission to Bertolami Fine Arts, for each lot on the hammer price, of
24%.

- The lots are available for viewing only and exclusively by appointment from the 1st december to the 8th
december from 11 AM GMT to 6 PM GMT, at Bertolami Fine Art, 1 Harewood Place, Mayfair (London W1S
1BU- United Kingdom), or 14 Hanover Square, Mayfair, (London, W1S 1HP - United Kingdom). Contacts on
+44 7737 034525 or write an email at info@bertolamifineart.com.

- All lots purchased on the Live-bidding of our website (www.bertolamifineart.com) and Bidspirit are subject
to an increment of 1,5% on the hammer price. All lots purchased on the Live-bidding of Invaluable and Live
Auctioneers are subject to an increment of 5% on the hammer price. All lots purchased on the Live-bidding
of Drouot and The Saleroom are subject to an increment of 3% on the hammer price

- The offers may be made through our websites (www.bertolamifinearts.com), Invaluable (www.invaluable.
com), Bidspirit (www.bidspirit.com), Arsvalue (www.arsvalue.com), Live Auctioneers (www.liveauctioneers.
com), The Saleroom (www.the-saleroom.com), Drouot (www.drouot.com) Sixbid (www.sixbid.com), Emax
(www.emaxbid.com), Biddr (www.biddr.ch) by fax, email, phone or directly to the offices of Bertolami Fine
Art. Offers made by email, by fax and through our website or websites above mentioned, can be received
until 12.00 pm GMT of 9th December 2020.

- All participants in the auction must, under the validity of an eventual award, complete a registration form
with your personal data and the information requested before each auction. To buy you must possess the
ability to act as required by law.

- In the event of matching bids on the same lots, the earliest bid will take precedence.
- In the case of only one bid on a lot, the lot will awarded at the opening price. (e.g. if the opening price is £
1.000 and the only bid offered is £ 1.500, the lot will be awarded at £ 1000).
- In the case of multiple bids on the same lot, it will be awarded to the highest bidder. The calculation of the
offer will be made at predetermined increments (view “Predetermined increase”) added to the bid immediately lower than the highest received. (e.g. if the opening price is £ 1.000 and customer (A) offers £ 1,270
while customer (B) offers £ 1,800, the lot will be awarded to customer (B) at £ 1,370 (i.e. with a predetermined increment of £ 100 over the immediate lower bid of £ 1,270).

- Bertolami Fine Arts may accept mandates for the purchase, by making bids via the auctioneer, in competition with the public participating in the auction. Bertolami Fine Arts reserves the right to refuse bids from
buyers not known unless they make a deposit to cover the whole value of the lots desired or, in any case,
provide other adequate guarantees.
- The estimates of the possible selling price of each lot are printed under the description of the lots shown
in the catalog and don’t include the commissions payable by the successful bidder. These estimates are
approximate. The descriptions of the lots in the catalog may be revised by public announcement during the
auction.
- The descriptions contained in the catalog are subjective and they are expressed in good faith.
- In case of discrepancies, the online version of these terms of sale prevails.

- The realized sale prices list will be published on the Bertolami Fine Arts website within five days of adjudication.
- Payment for the purchased lots may be made via the following methods:
- Bank cheque or cash in favour of Bertolami Fine Arts LTD with surcharge of £ 10 for foreign checks
- bank transfer in Euro or Pound may be made to Bertolami Fine Arts LTD with surcharge of £ 10 for outside
European Bank transfer:
Barclays in Pound, IBAN: GB68 BUKB 2057 7690 1999 66 – Account Nr. 90199966 - SWIFT/BIC: BUKBGB22
Barclays in Euros, IBAN: GB69 BUKB 2057 7642 5454 00– Account Nr. 42545400 - SWIFT/BIC: BUKBGB22
- Credit card and PayPal
On the invoices paid by bank transfer, cheque or cash will not be added a surcharge of Administration fees
of 3,5%
- Payment of purchased items must be made within than 7 days from receipt of the invoice. If the invoice has
not been paid within 30 days of the auction day, the interest will be charged at 1% monthly.
- The request and all the costs for the issue of export license will be charged to the buyer. In the case of
unjustified contestation, by which the items are returned to Bertolami Fine Arts, any customs and courier
costs will be payable by the buyer.
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1

3

A LATE BABYLONIAN CHALCEDONY STAMP SEAL.

AN ETRUSCAN CARNELIAN SCARAB INTAGLIO.

700-500 B.C.

DIOMEDE WITH PALLADIUM.

17x21x11 mm

4th-3rd century B.C.

Oval face, convex bezel, pierced.
A scepter crossed by rays and a torch (?). Drilled style.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 500-700

11 x 17 x 8 mm

The greek hero holds in his right hand the palladium,
the sacred simulacrum of the goddess Athena, with the left a sword.
Known episode of the Trojan war, referring to cunning and intelligence.
Use of globular elements. Attractive stone color. Slight signs of wear.
Through hole, crossed by a gold ornamental frame with disk-shaped closure. Rare.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.000 - 2.000

2

A NEAR-EASTERN AGATE LENTOIDE BEAD.
Indus Valley, 2nd millenium B.C.
14x17x7 mm

With flattish tabular oval shape. Slightly burnt.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 250

12
12

13

13

4

AN ETRUSCAN AGATE SCARAB. BOAT.
4th-3rd century B.C.
13x17x10 mm

Warship facing left, and characterized by a rostrum and closed sail;
six long ropes tie the crossera attached to the main mast up. Dotted
frame on the edge. Summary executed. Very consumed stone with ancient use. Natural dark inclusions inside the agate. Rare iconography.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 600

5

AN ETRUSCAN CARNELIAN SCARAB
MOUNTED ON AN ANCIENT GOLD RING. ANTELOPE.
4th century B.C.
12x16x9 mm ; ring 20x18 mm ; 7grs

The animal is running to the left side. Globular style. Cable border. The mounting is a plain rounded hoop ending with convex
terminals. The carnelian scarab revolved on a visible gold pin
which passed through the terminals ending and twisted around
the ends of the hoop.
Parallels : Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli, inv. 27073/1228
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.500 - 2.000

14
14

15

15

6

7

AN ETRUSCAN CARNELIAN SCARAB INTAGLIO SET ON

AN ETRUSCAN AGATE SCARAB INTAGLIO

A MODERN GOLD RING. MALE FIGURE AND ANIMAL.

SET IN A POSTCLASSICAL SWIVEL GOLD RING. ANTELOPE.

4th-3rd century B.C.
Intaglio 18x11x8 mm ; ring diam. 19 mm ; 5,28 grs

A man kneeling on an animal, to immobilize it.
Small chipping in the lower section of the stone.
Parallels : One similar specimen is preserved to the Metropolitan Museum (Inv. n. 41.160.504), and it is
depicted Herakles with a deer. Gisela M.A. Richter, Catalogue of the engraved gems. Greek-Etruscan-Roman,
p. 52 n. 217, pl. XXXIII.

Scarab 4th century B.C.
Scarab 10x12x7 mm ; US size ring 7.5 ; 5,7 grs

The ring made decorated with platted twisted wires on
either ends of the swiveling parts. Scarab with a flat oval
base engraved in intaglio and pierced lenghtwise ; depicting
a riding antelope. The animal anatomy presents globular
elements.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 800 - 1.000

16
16

£ 2.000 - 3.000

17

17

8
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AN ETRUSCAN AGATE SCARAB INTAGLIO

AN ETRUSCAN AGATE SCARAB INTAGLIO

SET IN A GOLD SWIVEL POSTCLASSICAL RING. WARRIOR.

SET IN A GOLD SWIVEL RING. CENTAUR.

Scarab 4th century B.C.

4th century B.C.

Scarab 10x12x7 mm ; US ring size 8 ; 9 grs

Scarab 11x15x8 mm ; US ring size 4 ; 7,6 grs

The hoop rounded without and flatten within with spherical
terminals decorated with « faux » twisted wire. Scarab with
a flat base engraved in intaglio and pierced lenghtwise ; depicting a warrior inside a dotted framing. Use of globular
elements.

Hollow hoop with ring-shape rounded without and flatten
within. Shoulders and terminals decorated with platted gold
beads and egg-an-dart frieze. Scarab with oval flat base
engraved in intaglio and pierced lenghtwise ; the scene depicts a centaur, his body facing right meanwhile his head is
turned on the opposite site. Very fine condition.

Provenance : U.K., private collection
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.500 - 3.000

£ 2.500 - 3.500

18
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19

19
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AN ETRUSCAN AGATE SCARAB INTAGLIO

A LATE ARCHAIC ETRUSCAN GOLD SWIVEL

SET IN A SWIVEL GOLD RING. HARE.

RING WITH A ROMAN CARNELIAN ENGRAVED SCARAB. LION.

4th century B.C.

Swivel ring ; 6th-5th century B.C. ; scarab 2nd century A.D.

Scarab 8x13x8 mm ; US ring size 4 ; 5,75 grs

scarab 9x11x6 mm ; US size ring 6 ; 6 grs

The hoop made by interweaving of two thread-like elements
of different thickness and ends near the scarab with a spiral
twisted pattern. Scarab with a flat oval base engraved in intaglio and pierced lenghtwise ; depicting an hare facing left
inside cable border. Use of globular elements. rare subject
and very fine condition.

The ring is decorated with platted twisted wire. Scarab with
a flat oval base engraved in intaglio and pierced lenghtwise,
depicting a roaring lion. The engraving style defers from
the typical etruscan engraved scarab which shows that this
scarab is a later addition to the mounting.
Parallel : For the mounting see: Museum of Fine Arts Boston, inv. 21.1201.

Provenance : U.K., private collection
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.000 - 3.000

£ 1.500 - 2.000

20
20

21

21
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AN EASTERN GREEK GREEN JASPER INTAGLIO.
HUNTING SCENE.
4th century B.C.
17,5x22x3 mm

Facing left, a griffon attacking a deer. The iconography and style are typical from
the graeco-persian repertoire. Double groundline. Use of globular elements.
Subject inspired from the classical greek models. Large size and wear marks. Rare.
Parallels : G.M.A., Richter, Catalogue des gemmes gravées grecs, étrusques et romains, p.29 n.110
Furtwangler, Berlin, KAt. n.359,363, tav. XIII n.38-39
Boardman, Pierres précieuses et bagues, n.511, 578, 617, 867, 868, 957, 958.
Provenance : Ex private collection, U.K.

£ 1.800 - 2.000

13

22

23

13

A FINE LATE CLASSICAL GREEK AGATE INTAGLIO. BULL.
Late 5th - early 4th century B.C.
13x17x4 mm

The powerful animal is charging, facing right. This typical greek classical iconography refers to greek coinage. The bull, symbol of strength and power, is engraved with great skill and shows a well-marked musculture. In addition to the anatomical rendering, the pose and some details such as the tail are also well
rendered in the typical late classical style. The bezel shape probably derives from a scaraboid seal subsequently cut out, again in antiquity and perhaps in roman times, given the marked signs of ancient wear on
the entire stone. The choice of stone reflects the artist’s engraving artistic sensitivity, in which the white
band follows the groundline of the ground where the powerful paws of the animal rest. Wear marks. Rare.
Parallels : J. Boardman, Intaglios and Rings. Greek, Etruscan and Eastern from a private collection, n. 47 p. 91
(A plunging bull. Late fifth - fourth century B.C.). J. Boardman, Greek gems and finger rings. Early bronze age to Late classical, n. 498-499 p. 289.
For this and the walking bull types on coins of Thurium and Philius.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 2.500 -3.500

24

25

14

15

A RARE CLASSICAL GREEK AGATE SCARABOIDE SEAL. HUNTING SCENE.

AN IMPORTANT GREEK AGATE INTAGLIO.

5th century B.C.

BUST OF ZEUS WITH LETTERS.

11x14x4 mm

2nd century B.C.

The dog is depicted hunting a bird, which takes off while the quadruped
tries to grab it after an ambush.
The dog lowers with its two hind legs, in its typical predatory pose ready
to jump over the victim, with the tail up and the muzzle extended forward. The bird is identifiable with a dove, an animal equally represented
in the classical greek glyptic. In this carving there is the presence of the
typical globular element (dog’s eye) and of precise engraved details to
outline the musculature of the animal, always typical of classical greek
glyptic production. Groundline. This iconography was also used in the
graeco-persian glyptic.

13,5x19x4 mm

Beautiful and refined effigy of the ruler of the gods, facing left and
with the laureated head, a symbol of power and victory. This gem,
clearly engraved by a greek artist, shows a powerful portrait of
Zeus, characterized by an aquiline nose, a slightly open mouth,
globular eye. The hair is thick and falls flowing with long locks
on the draped shoulder; the beard is also very thick and skilfully
engraved. The carving is mirror polished, while the bottom shows
signs of ancient wear.
There are four greek letters in the field, around the portrait: Γ- ΔOY.
Probably a dedication of the ancient owner, a fervent devotee of
the cult of Zeus: ΓΓ- as the initial of his name and ΔOY- for “Doulos”, that is slave in the sense of faithful devotee. The back of the
stone is slightly cabochon. The portrait is close to the iconography
of some hellenistic dynasties of Pergamum of the Attalide dynasty.
Very fine execution. Slight wear marks. Rare.

A very similar representation is present on a scarab in blue chalcedony
(Paris, BN), while this carving is performed on a beautiful bright red
carnelian partially burned on the surface. Through hole and lacks on
the back near the passage of the hole. Missing on the edge. Very rare
specimen.
This carnelian cylinder seal is drilled lengthwise, multiple internal
cracks and a worn surface. Wear marks and little missing on the surface.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 3.000 - 5.000

Parallel : J. Boardman, Greek gems and finger rings. Early bronze age to Late classical,
n. 572 p. 292; Paris, BN M5749.
Blue Chalcedony scaraboid (A) - L.23. A dog and insect (?). Rev. Num. IX, pl. 8.4:
Provenance : U.K. private collection, London

£ 2.000- 3.000

J.Boardam, Greek Gems; n.572
26
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27
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A FINE LATE HELLENISTIC CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. LEANDER.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
15x17,5x3 mm

Leander is facing left with the frontal bust and the head in profile. The face is characterized
by beautiful young idealized fetaures, a slightly open mouth, a protruding eye and rounded
chin. The hair is long and elegantly scattered in the field, according to one of Leander’s typical iconographies. This subject is sometimes interpreted as Hero or Galene, especially when
the character is portrayed from behind while swimming in the waves, according to the most
recurring variant. According to the myth, the young Leander crossed the dangerous strait of
the Dardanelles every night to reach his beloved Hero, who was waiting for him on a tower
with a lighted torch; but one night, due to the strong wind and the rough sea, it happened
that the light of the torch went out, and Leander, losing the reference, drowned, becoming the
symbol of a courageous, eternal and always ardent love. The engraving is performed with
great technical and artistic mastery, on a very thin stone with very delicate edges. The carving is highy polished and shows signs of wear with small lacks on the edge. Rare subject.
Parallels: J. Kagan, Oleg Neverov, 500 Pierres Gravées du Cabinet du Duc d’Orléans- Le destin d’une collection, 2001 p. 44 n. 5/3L.;
Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli, La collezione Paoletti. Stampi in vetro per impronte di intagli e cammei, vol. II, p. 243 n. 512, 549. AAA.VVV.
I Cammei della collezione Medicea, n. 130-131.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.000 - 4.000

28
28

29

29

17

A LATE HELLENISTIC AGATE INTAGLIO. BUST OF A BACCHUS.
3rd - 2nd century B.C.
11x15x2 mm

The god is presented in three-quarters with a wreath of ivy leaves. His features are characterized by a
rounded face and chin, plain cheekbones, smiling; his bust is draped. This depiction refers to the late hellenistic greek glyptic production. Traces of an iron mounting on the edge of the stone. Rare.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

18

A LARGE ROMAN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO. SNAKE WITH BOW.
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
15x21x5 mm

The intaglio is inspired by the classical greek iconography, showing a snake holding bow in tension. In this
later adaptation, the snake is intertwined to a column. With his tail he hold the bow, wrapped in its coils,
while with its jaws it holds the arrow hooked to the bowstring, pulling it to strike. The subject is allegorically
referable to Apollo and can be considered particularly rare. Large gem in beautiful quality “sapphirene
chalcedony”, characterized by a very fine transparency and brightness. Presence of globular elements.
Wear marks.
Parallel : J. Boardman, Greek gems and finger rings. Early bronze age to Late classical, Pl. 699 p. 297, from the “Pontic Group”.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.200

19

A GRAECO-IBERIAN GARNET INTAGLIO. BEARDED MALE HEAD.
150-100 B.C.
13x13x4 mm

Facing right, the male figure is characterized by a trick beard and voluminous hair rendered with rounded
drills. On each sides presence of greek letters (?). Cabochon stone, small cracks and slight wear marks.
Parallel : See the iberian coinage silver denarii from Barskunes
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.000

30
30

31

31

20

21

A LATE HELLENISTIC GOLD RING WITH GARNET INTAGLIO.
BUTTERFLY WITH A TORCH.

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. ANT.
2nd century A.D.
6x8x3 mm

3rd - 2nd century B.C.
Intaglio 7,5x11 mm ; int. diam 12 mm ; 2,28 grs

The allegorical depiction is engraved on a cabochon garnet, with
a butterfly flying above a burning torch. This subject allegorically
refers to the shortness of life. Use of globular elements. Signs of
wear. The stone, very prominent, is mounted on a gold ring with
a smooth rod and equipped with a small ring welded to the case
of the bezel. Fine state of conservation.

The insect is seen from above. An auspicious
symbol of industriousness and wealth.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 200 - 400

Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 600 - 800

22

A RARE ROMAN GARNET INTAGLIO
MOUNTED ON A IRON RING. WORKING ANT.
1st-2nd century A.D.
Intaglio 7,5x10 mm

Ring rounded without and flatten within, the oval bezel set
with a high relief intaglio depicting a working ant, turned to
the left. Vertical crack on the stone missing on the mounting.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 300 - 400

32

33

23

24

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. ANT.

SET IN A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING. ANT.

2nd-3rd century A.D.
11x13x3 mm

1st-2nd century A.D.

The insect is holding a wheat seed. Slight wear marks.

Intaglio 4x6 mm ; US size ring 5.5 ; 5,9 grs

Hoop rounded without and flatten within, the oval bezel with
two gold ring attached at each terminal and set with an intaglio
showing an ant: The insect is characterized by fine naturalistic
details.

Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 300 - 400

Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 1.000 - 1.200

25

A ROMAN ELIOTROPE INTAGLIO. COCK.
2nd century A.D.
9x10x2 mm

The animal, associated with the god Mercury, is facing right, holding
two ears of wheat in its beak. Groundline. Vivid color of the stone.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 400 - 600

34
34

35

35

26

A ROMAN BANDED AGATE. FALCON.
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
9x13x2 mm

Facing left, his head surmounted with the Egyptian double-crown
(?). These characteristics are references to Horus. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 400 - 600

28

A ROMAN GARNET INTAGLIO
SET IN A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING. PEACOCK.
1st century B.C.
Intaglio 7x10 mm ; US size ring 4.5 ; 6,08 grs

Hoop rounded without and flatten within, each terminal with two
gold spherical beads framing the oval bezel set with an intaglio.
The peacock is facing left. Groundline. Slight wear marks on the
surface of the stone.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 1.000 - 1.200

27

A ROMAN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO. TWO COCKS.
2nd century A.D.
11x15x3 mm

One cock, facing left pecking on the ground, while the other next, facing
right, keeping the head raised; in the background, an altar. Groundline. Interesting votive scene, well composed. Nice size of the stone.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 300 - 500

36
36

37

37

29

31

A ROMAN DOUBLE-LAYERED AGATE INTAGLIO. BIRD (CROW)

A ROMAN SILVER RING WITH RED JASPER INTAGLIO. PARROT.

WITH A LEAFY BRANCH.

Intaglio 8x10 mm ; US size ring 4 ; 6 grs

2nd century A.D.

7x9x1,5 mm

7x9x1,5 mm

The bird is turned to the left, holding a branch and bending his
head toward the leaves to eat. Groundline. Chip on the edge.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

Hoop rounded without and flatten within with oval bezel set
with an intaglio. Parrot facing right with a cherry.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 150 - 200

£ 400 - 500

30

32

A LATE ROMAN TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO. TWO DOVES.

A ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO. PEGASUS.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

9x11x2 mm

The birds kissing each other are characterized by a rendering
crossed pattern body (representing their feathers). Groundline
also in relief. The use of the white layer of the stone to represents
the purity and the peace in union, . Small chips on the edge.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

9x11x4 mm

The mythological creature is facing left,
flying. Chipped at the top of the edge.
Provenance : U.K. private collection

£ 200 - 300

£ 600 - 800

38
38

39

39

33

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PEGASUS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
10x15x6 mm

The mythological animal is facing left, with spread wings.
Groundline inclined suggesting the movement of the scene. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

33

£ 200 - 400

34

A ROMAN ITALIC BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO. PEGASUS.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
10x17x2 mm

The winged horse is facing left. Groundline. Use of globular elements.
Chip on the edge. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600
34

35

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PEGASUS.
2nd century A.D.
9x10,5x2 mm

The winged creature is turned to the left side, raising the front right leg.
Groundline. Slight wear marks. Light chipping on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

35

40
40

41

41

36

A ROMAN GLASS PASTE INTAGLIO. WINGED SOW.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
11x15x3 mm

The winged animal is turned on the left, near a tree. The long wings have curved endings.
Groundline. Rare subject.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

36

£ 150 - 200

37

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. PEGASUS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x13x3 mm

The winged creature is facing left, towards the ground, rising the right leg.
Small chips on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

37

38

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. HORSE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
8x9x3 mm

The animal is facing right. Groundline.
Chip on the edge. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 200

38

42
42

43

43

39

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. HORSE WITH MILITARY TROPHY.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
11x13x4 mm

The mighty animal heads to the left, turning its head back; in front of him a military trophy composed by a
lorica surmounted by a helmet and below a shield. Groundline. Wear marks. Chipping on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

39

£ 300 - 500

40

A ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO. ANTELOPE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
11x9x4 mm

The horned animal is facing left in front of a branch, his head raised up. Groundline. Traces of iron mounting
on the edge. Wear marks on the surface of the stone and nice polishing of the engraving.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

40

41

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. TWO HEIFERS.
2nd century A.D.
8x13x4 mm

The two quadrupeds, grazing and sticked to each other (one on the first ground, the other in background).
Groundline. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

41

44
44

45

45

42

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BULL.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
8x11x12 mm

The animal is turned on the left. Groundline. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

42

£ 200 - 400

43

A ROMAN ITALIC BURNT SARD INTAGLIO. BULL.
2nd century A.D.
9x12x2 mm

The animal is turned on the left. Anatomical details engraved with globular elements.
Groundline. The stone is partially burnt with missing material on the surface.

43

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

44

A GROUP OF 4 ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. ANIMALS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
7,5x11,5x3 mm; 7x10x2,5 mm; 9x10x2 mm; 8x11x3 mm

A bull facing left with a tree. Groundline; Bull facing left. Groundline ; Crouched lion facing left, under a palm
tree (?); Goat grabbing fruits on a tree. Groundline. Slight wear marks.

44

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.000

46
46

47

47

45

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BULL.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x10x2 mm

The animal is charging facing left.
Groundline. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

45

£ 80 - 100

46

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. TWO ANTELOPES.
2nd century A.D.
10x11x2mm

In the foreground, an animal is crouched on the ground in a resting position, facing left; in the background
the other animal is standing and facing to the right. Interesting composition. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

46

47

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. A GOAT UNDER A TREE.
1st century B.C.
12x13x4 mm

The animal lifts its front legs to lean on a trunk of a tree and eats its leaves.
Groundline. Bucolic scene. Use of globular elements. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

47

48
48

49

49

48

A ROMAN ITALIC CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. ANTELOPE WITH POPPY FLOWER.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
11x12x2 mm

The quadruped is facing left, near a large poppy flower. Groundline.
Use of globular elements. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

48

£ 300 - 500

49

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. HUNTING SCENE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
10x11x3 mm

The scene depicts a lion attacking a deer. Both animals are facing left.
Wear marks on the surface of the stone and small chips on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

49

50

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. HUNTING SCENE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9,5x12x3 mm

The scene depicts the dionysiac panther chasing a deer. Behind a thyrsus.
Double groundline. Small chips on the edge. Wear marks on the surface of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

50

50
50

51

51

51

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. HUNTING SCENE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x10x2 mm

A deer facing left is running, beneath a dog following her.
Groundline. Small cracks. Chips on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

51

£ 200 - 300

52

A ROMAN YELLOW JASPER INTAGLIO. LION.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
11x13x2 mm

The animal is turned on the left side, rising his front legs. Groundline.
Little chipping s on the edge. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

52

53

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PANTHER WITH THYRSUS.
2nd century A.D.
9x10x2 mm

The panther is facing left, with the head turned toward the thyrsus.
The right upper legs raised enhancing the movement of torsion.
Groundline. Chip on the edge. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

53

52
52

53

53

54

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. SEA-GOAT.
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
10x13x4 mm

The creature is facing left. Slight wear marks.
Attractive color of the stone
Provenance : U.K., private collection

54

£ 300 - 500

55

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. CENTAUR WITH ATTRIBUTES.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
11x12x2 mm

The mythological creature is turned to the left, in the act of playing the lyre.
Behind it appears a thyrsus as a reference to the Dionysian processions. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

55

56

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. GRYLLOS.
2nd century A.D.
9x11x2,5 mm

The hybrid creature is composed of a rooster’s body conjoined with a silenus head and horse’s protome with
a branch in the mouth. On the back of the creature, a cornucopia. Apotropaic and good auspicious subject.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

56

54
54

55

55

57

A ROMAN ROCK CRYSTAL INTAGLIO. GRYLLOS.
1st century B.C.
13x14x3 mm

The hybrid creature is composed of two masks: a satyr characterized by small horns and a rural crown; a
comedian actor, with bald skull and long beard. Very thin gem, with slightly cabochon back and beautiful
transparency. Note the presence of a tooth in the satyr’s mouth, with grotesque meaning. Refined execution.
Rare subject. Beautiful brightness of the crystal.

56

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

58

A ROMAN GREEN JASPER INTAGLIO. GRYLLOS.
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
11x14x3 mm

The hybrid creature is composed by: head of laureated Apollo conjoined with a Silenus mask.
Below, a ram head. Interesting apotropaic depiction. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

57

59

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. GRYLLOS.
2nd century A.D.
8x10x13 mm

The hybrid creature is composed with a young mask joined on top with an eagle protome.
Slight wear marks and fragmentary edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

58

56
56

57

57

60

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO MOUNTED ON A SILVER RING. GRYLLOS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
Intaglio 10x13 mm ; ring internal dim 14x16 mm

The hybrid creature is composed by: Silenus masks joined with a goat head eating two ears of corn, cock
legs, horse protome on top. In the background, a cornucopia. Apotropaic and auspicious representation.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500
60

61

A ROMAN SILVER RING SET WITH A GLASS INTAGLIO. GRYLLOS.
2nd century A.D.
Intaglio 13x11 mm ; ring US size 3

Ring rounded without and flatten within, the bezel set with an nicolo intaglio depicting an hybrid creature;
cock with a Silenus face and horse protome on the top. Groundline. Signs of wear.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

61

62

A ROMAN BRONZE RING WITH CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. FISH.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
Intaglio 7x8 mm ; US size ring 5.5 ; 2,7 grs

Hoop rounded without and flatten within with an oval bezel. The intaglio shows a fish facing left.
Small chips on the edge and wear marks on the surface of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 200

62

58

59

63

65

A ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO. BOAR.

A ROMAN ASTROLOGICAL BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO.

2nd century A.D.

SCORPIO WITH MOON AND STAR.

10x12x1,5 mm

1st century A.D.

Facing left, the mouth opened. Groundline.
Slight wear marks and traces of iron mounting.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

12x18x4 mm

Scorpio in frontal view holding a star between its
clamps. Beneath, crescent moon and globe.
Use of globular elements for the anatomical rendering.
Astrological symbolic. Slight signs of wears and nice polishing of the engraving. Magical stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 800

64

A ROMAN GREEN JASPER INTAGLIO.
ITHYPHALLIC DONKEY AND LATIN LETTERS.
2nd century A.D.
15x12x5 mm

A donkey is facing left, carrying a saddle with armrests (sitting?) laboriously on its back. The animal is
characterized by a naturalistic and marked anatomical rendering, a large prominent phallus, symbol of fertility. On the reverse, a latin inscription « EVM », engraved backward-looking. Signs of wear. Rare subject.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

60

61

66

A ROMAN JASPER INTAGLIO. SCORPIO.
2nd century A.D.
7,5x8,5x2 mm

The animal is in a frontal view with naturalistic rendering.
Very nice colors and shades of the stone. Traces of iron mounting.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

56

£ 200 - 300

67

A ROMAN BURNT CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. CRAB.
2nd century A.D.
10x12x3 mm

The marine animal is characterized by a deeply engraved body.
Slightly burnt surface and slightly reshaped edge in ancient times. Zodiac sign.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

57

68

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. DOLPHIN WITH A TRIDENT.
2nd century A.D.
9x11x2 mm

The sea animal facing left and flanked behind by a trident, symbol of the god Neptune.
Below, the waves of the sea. Allegory referable to the cult of Neptune. Chip on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 250

58

62
62

63

63

69

71

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. PISCES.

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

SET IN A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING. TWO PIGS.

8,5x11x2 mm

2nd century A.D.

The scene shows two pisces swimming in opposite site.
Characteristic of the astrological sign of the Pisces.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

Intaglio 9x10 mm ; US size ring 7 ; 6,4 grs

The scene consists of two sows (or one sow and one pig) facing left, under a tree; in front
of them a plant. Ground line. The gem is mounted in a gold ring featuring a flat rod decorated on the edges by slightly flattened spherical elements: Very fine condition.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.200 - 1.500

70

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. CHRISTOLOGICAL EMBLEM.
3rd-4th century A.D.
10x12x3,5 mm

Cross with two fishes. Signs of wears. Chipping on the edge.
For comparisons: J. Spier, Late Antique and Early Christian Gems, pp. 41-48 n. 190-298
Provenance : U.K., private collection

64
64

65

65

72

73

A FINE ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. GRASSHOPPER.

A ROMAN TWO-LAYERED AGATE INTAGLIO. CYBELE.

1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.

1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.

15x18x3 mm

16x16x4 mm

The insect is facing left, resting on an ear of corn, symbol of prosperity. The anatomical details are
made with great meticulousness and skill, revealing a profound observation of nature by the artist.
Every detail is finely engraved, however with great spontaneity. Even the ear of corn reveals an artistic
sense in its execution, with the delicate curvilinear terminations. The subject and style are certainly
inspired by classical greek models. The carving is mirror polished inside the insect with great technical
expertise and numerous details were engraved with the diamond point carried out by hand, as for the
antennas and some ribs of the body. Small chips on the edge. Large size. Vivid red color of the jasper.

The goddess is facing left and is characterized by her typical towered-crown, the back of
her hair covered by a long veil joining the top of her dress. She is presented with an elongated neck, rounded face with plain chin and small semi-opened lips. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.200 - 1.500

Parallel : J. Boardman, Greek gems and finger rings. Early bronze age to Late classical, n. 502 p. 289.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.500 - 2.000

66
66

67

67

74

A ROMAN BURNT AGATE INTAGLIO. HEAD OF APOLLO.
2nd century A.D.
8x12x2 mm

The god is facing left. Hair pulled back and adorned with a laurel wreath.
The stone is burnt only on the surface.
74

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

75

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. BUST OF ATHENA.
3rd century A.D.
10x13x2,5 mm

The helmeted deity is turned to the left, wearing the aegis.
Slight wear marks and little traces of burning on the right.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400
75

76

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BUST OF NIKE.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
10x11x2 mm

The depiction, inspired by hellenistic models shows a bust of Nike with a partially uncovered briest, small
wings on the shoulders . The head is depicted in profile, the hair gathered. Chip on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400
76

68
68

69

69

77

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BUST OF MERCURY.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
9x10x3 mm

The god is facing left and wears a draped coat. Behind him, his caduceus.
Small chips on the edge and slight wear marks on the surface of the stone.

77

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

78

A ROMAN AGATE CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. HEAD OF A DIOSCURE.
2nd century A.D.
10x12x3 mm

The young man is facing left. His short hair adorned with a band.
On top, a star. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

78

79

LOT OF 2 ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. BEARDED PORTRAITS.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
9x9x2 mm; 8x11x4 mm

Facing left, their hair adorned with band and laurel wreath.
Signs of wear marks on the surfaces of the stones.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

79

70
70

71

71

80

82

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BUST OF ATHENA.

A LATE REPUBLICAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

MOUNTED ON A MODERN GOLD RING. GREEK ATHLETE.

12,5x18x3 mm

1st century B.C.

The goddess is facing left and characterized by a crested helmet, letting her hair uncovered around her face, and a draped
bust. Slight wear marks and vivid color of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 700 - 900

Intaglio 11x13 mm ; US size ring 10 ; 4,6 grs

Ring with rounded hoop and boarded shoulders, surmounted by an oval
bezel with deep groove. The intaglio depicts a greek athlete portrait facing left. The features of the face shows with hollowed jaws and high cheekbone, small semi-opened mouth, aquiline nose and almond-shaped eye. The
short forehead is surmounted by wavy hair hold with a band (tided back
with a knot). Very fine execution, inspired by the late hellenistic style.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 800 - 1.200

81

A LATE ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. EROS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
13x14x4 mm

The winged god is facing front and characterized by a plain rounded face, with small
nose and lips, large eyes. The forehead surmonted by short wavy hair. His bust covered by a crossed draped peplos. Shoulders uncovered. Beautiful vivid red stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 400 - 600

72
72

73

73

83

84

A ROMAN SAPPHIRE INTAGLIO. BUST OF JULIUS CAESAR.

A ROMAN LATE REPUBLICAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO.

Late 1st century B.C.

PORTRAIT OF A BARBARIC CHARACTER WITH LITUUS.

7x9x5 mm

End of 1st century B.C.

The bust of the roman dictator is turned to the left. The character wears the laurel wreath
ending with ear of corns (egyptian symbol). He wears the armour under the chlamys. The
face is characterized by his typical physiognomic marked traits, well executed considering the very small size and the particular hardness of this precious stone; the style is
close to the globular style of the late republican period . Attractive stone color with various shades of blue. Convex surface on both sides of the stone. Wear marks. Rare.
Parallels : M. L. vollenweider, Die Portratgemmen der romischen Republik, 1972, pl. 75-81
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 800 - 1.200

74
74

14x16x2 mm

Facing left, the barbarian is characterized by marked facial features and thick hair: aquiline and prominent nose, protruding cheekbone, and thin neck. Long hair ending in
untidy locks, thick beard and mustache. His neck with a torque collar, typically worn by
Gallic and British tribes (see sculpture by the Dying Gallia, Capitoline Museums). Behind
the character’s neck, the lituus, symbol referring to Julius Caesar and his conquests in
Gallia and Britain. Rare subject, well executed with a realistic sense. Signs of wear.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 600 - 800

75

75

85

A ROMAN GARNET INTAGLIO MOUNTED ON A GRAND TOUR GOLD RING.
BUST OF HERCULES.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
Intaglio 10x14x4 mm ; US size ring 7 ; 6,24 grs

Rounded hoop flatten within with boarder shoulders and surmounted by a deep
grooved bezel. In the center, the intaglio shows a bearded man portrait facing left.
The face features are characteristic of the mythological hero Hercules, with strong
jaws and neck evocating his strenght; strong nose, small lips and the forehead wrinkled showing his determination. The hair and the beard are engraved by deep engravings. The volume of the face and the neck are well rendered. Below, his club.
The stone is cracked into the ring, in the upper part. Original Grand Tour Era gold
mounting, with nice patina. Attractive color of the stone and very fine execution.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 3.000 - 5.000

76
76

77

77

86

87

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO MOUNTED IN A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING.

A NORTH-EUROPEAN ROMAN GOLD RING SET WITH A CARNELIAN INTAGLIO.

HERAKLES PORTRAIT.

EMPEROR PORTRAIT.

Intaglio 2nd century A.D.; 18th century ring.

5th-7th century A.D.

Intaglio 9x10 mm ; US size ring 5 ; 4 grs

Intaglio 11x11 mm ; US size ring 8 ; 8,07 grs

Hoop rounded without and flat within with wider scrolled shoulders and surmounted by
a large oval bezel with gold leaf setting the intaglio. The heroic portrait is facing left and
characterized by the lion skin on his head. Original Grand Tour Era mounting. Wear marks.

Hoop rounded without and flatten within. The oval bezel is framed on each side by two
spherical gold beads and set with a carnelian intaglio showing the portrait of an emperor
facing left. The features of his face shows strong jaws, aquiline nose, small lips, and a wide
eye. The short forehead is surmounted by short hair adorned with the laurel wreath.

Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 2.000 - 2.500

78
78

Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 2.000 - 3.000

79

79

88

A ROMAN ORANGE GLASS PASTE INTAGLIO, MOUNTED ON AN ANCIENT GOLD RING.
HEAD OF HERCULES.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
Intaglio 12x14 mm ; ring internal size 15x19 mm ; 3,70 grs

The hero is facing left and is characterized by a thick beard and tight shorthair. Well executed work, inspired
by greek hellenistic models. Attractive brown-honey color of the bezel, surrounded by a twisted edge. Slight
signs of wear. The same torsion motif was used for the ring-shaped rod, which ends at the back of the golden bezel with two curvilinear bifurcations (forming four half-moons, a motif inspired by Etruscan jewelery,
Excellent state of preservation.
Parallel : see Gerard Nicolini, Techniques des ors antiques, La bijouterie ibérique du VIIe au IVe siècle, vol. 2, pl. 79.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

88

£ 800 - 1.200
89

A ROMAN TWO-LAYERED ONYX CAMEO SET IN AN ANTIQUE GOLD EARRING.
3rd century A.D.
High 14 mm ; 0,90grs

Draped female bust with “Helmfrisur” hair. Bezel: signs of wear.
Mounting: very good condition.
Parallel : For comparisons: M. Henig, The Content Cameos, pp. 44-49
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

89

90

A ROMAN DOUBLE-LAYERED ONYX CAMEO. FEMALE BUST.
3rd century A.D.
7x15x6 mm

A roman, double-layer onyx cameo. Bust of a woman. The effigy is in profile to the right. The hair forms a
striped mass, which falls down on the neck in a braid and arching (“helmfrisur” hairdo). The ear is uncovered, rather big; the neck is elongated, while the nose is partially lacking. The bust is draped, the fabric
engraved with angular pleats. Stylized portrait, typical of 2nd century A.D. (see coins of Giulia Mesa, Giulia
Soemia, Julia Paula, Aquila Severa), but with numerous extensions until 3rd century A.D. The bust is clearly
detached from the field in undercut.
Parallel : For comparisons: U. Pannuti, Museo
Martin Henig, The Content Cameos, pp. 45-48. 3rd century A.D

Archeologico

Nazionale

di

Napoli.

La

collezione

glittica,

pp.

248-251;

90

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

80
80

81

81

91

A ROMAN DOUBLE-LAYERED AGATE NICOLO CAMEO. HEAD OF MEDUSA.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
8x10x7 mm

The face showed in a frontal view small carved ligns representing the features and hair.
Nose missing. Traces of deposit.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 100 - 200
91

92

A ROMAN DOUBLE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO. FACING HEAD.
3rd - 4th century A.D.
11x11x6 mm

A roman, double-layer agate cameo. Facing head. The effigy (apotropaical mask) has been
engraved in the brown higher layer, on a light white field. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

92

93

A ROMAN GARNET CAMEO. COMICAL THEATER MASK.
1st century A.D.
Diam 7 mm ; depth 5 mm

A roman garnet cameo. Comical theater mask, with the mouth wide open, made in high relief with a
flat base (as a bezel for the mounting on the piece of jewellery). Good condition, with light missing
on the edge.
Parallel : A very similar sample is in the Farnese Collection ( cfr. Ulrico Pannuti, Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli. La collezione glittica,
pp. 283-284. Such specimen has already been attested in the Orsini inventory, where we find mentioned a “GRANATA con una maschera in
rilieuo” (sic.)). Intense stone colour.

93

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 600
82
82

83

83

94

AN EASTERN ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO. TWO MALE PORTRAITS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
13x15x3 mm

Two male portraits facing each other. Slight wear marks on the surface. Nice honey color of the stone with dark inclusions.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

94

95

A ROMAN BURNT NICOLO INTAGLIO. BUST OF SERAPIS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x10x5 mm

The god is facing left, characterized by a modius on his
head, trick beard and hair. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

95

£ 300 - 400

96

A ROMAN BURNT AGATE INTAGLIO MOUNTED ON AN ANTIQUE IRON RING.
BUST OF ATHENA.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
Intaglio 12x16 mm ; ring internal size 18 x 20 mm

The helmeted goddess is turned on the left side. Interesting variety of stone, despite the burns,
still shows its original inclusions and color variations. Attractive color. Intact.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500
96

84

85

97

99

A ROMAN BRONZE RING WITH CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. THEATRICAL MASK.

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. HEAD OF MEDUSA.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

Intaglio 11x13 mm ; US size ring 4 ; 9,75 grs

8x10x2 mm

Hexagonal hoop with oval bezel set with an intaglio depicting a theatrical
mask. Facing left, with wide-opened mouth. The hair pulled back in a bun.
Use of globular elements for nose and chin. Slight
signs of wears on the surface of the stone.

The character is facing down, to the left. Behind, her wings and beneath a snake.
Both characteristic of this mythological character. Rare.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

98

A ROMAN BLOODSTONE INTAGLIO. BUST OF HELIOS.
2nd century A.D.
7,5x10x3 mm

The solar god is facing left with a radiated diademe. Chip on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

100

A LOT OF 2 ROMAN INTAGLIOS.
BUST OF HELIOS AND HUNTING SCENE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.

The lot consists of: an intaglio depicting a bust of radiated Helios, facing left; a large intaglio depicting a hunting
scene, with a knight on horseback armed with a spear
chasing a deer, followed by a dog. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 600

86
86

87

87

101

A LATE ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. MALE PORTRAIT.
3rd century A.D.
12x13x3 mm

The male figure is facing left and characterized by very stylized features,
his hair surmounted by a rounded hat. Probably eastern atelier.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400
101

102

AN EASTERN ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. FEMALE PORTRAIT.
3rd century A.D.
10x13x3 mm

The female figure is facing left, her hair marked by thin engraved
ligns are pulled back in a bun and adorned with a diadema.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400
102

103

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. MALE HEAD.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
10,5x12x2 mm

The male character’s face is turned to the left, and has a thick beard. The work is not finished. Rare
example of carving in progress, where traces of engraving tools are visible. Attractive color of the
stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400
103

88
88

89

89

104

106

A ROMAN LATE REPUBLICAN AGATE INTAGLIO. ACTOR WITH MASK.

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. FORTUNA TYCHE.

1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

11x12x3 mm

8x10x3 mm

The young face, turned to the left, has on his head (still partially worn over
his face) the mask of an old character. The composition can be referred to the
gryllos typology, without excluding a certain apotropaic component.

The goddess is standing facing right with her attributes.
Groundline. Slight wear marks on the surface of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500

105

£ 150 - 200

107

A SASANIAN ROCK CRYSTAL INTAGLIO. MALE PORTRAIT.

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. SATYR.

3rd - 4th century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

10x12x15 mm

Facing left, the male figure is characterized by a strong features with proeminent nose,
large almond-shaped eye, a beard framing the face. Hair composed of long locks letting uncovered the ear with an earring. He wears a large necklace on a necked bust.
The anatomical features and the style are referrable to the sasanian portraiture.

10x11x3 mm

The young faun proceeds to the right, holding a bunch of grapes in his
left hand and the pedum in his right. Groundline. Lack on the top edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

90
90

91

91

108

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. OFFERER.
2nd century A.D.
9x11x3 mm

The male character is standing facing left, his right knee bent, with
crossed legs. He holds a patera (?) in his right hand meanwhile the
left holds a stick. In front, a bunch of grapes. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

108

£ 200 - 400

109

A ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. FAUN.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x11x2,5 mm

The character advances to the right, holding a bunch of grapes
and the pedum. Short groundline. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

109

£ 200 - 400

110

A ROMAN NICOLO GNOSTIC INTAGLIO. PANTHEISTIC DEITY.
2nd century A.D.
12x16x3 mm

The naked divinity is presented standing in contrapposto against a column and surrounded by snakes. Behind, a caduceus. His hair pulled back in a bun and surmounted
by the modius. Groundline. Behind a crescent moon. This syncretic divinity is referrable
to egypto-roman lunar cults and the tradition of assimilation — in this case with the gods
Mercury and Thot. Interesting example of colored stone in ancient roman time. Very rare.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

110

£ 400 - 600

92

93

111

A ROMAN BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO

112

SET IN A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING. VENUS.

A ROMAN SILVER PENDANT

1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.

SET WITH A CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PRIESTRESS.

Intaglio 7x9 mm ; US ring size 6 ; 5,12 grs

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

Hoop rounded without and flatten within, the oval bezel set with intaglio depicting Venus standing near a column and showing her back, her head turned to the
right. Her left arm extended, she hold a globe or an helmet (?). Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.000 - 1.200

9x19x4 mm (pendant) ; 10x13x3 mm ; 2,2 grs

The female character is standing facing left, holding an offering plate in her right
hand. She wears a long peplos, her hair pulled back in a bun with bands. Groundline. The mounting is composed of a silver plaque holding the intaglio, and a larger
plaque with engraved ligns on the edge. On top, a silver gilded spherical bead pierced
lenghtwise for suspension use. On the back, traces of oxydation and deposit.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

94

95

113

115

A ROMAN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO. WARRIOR.

A LARGE ROMAN ITALIC CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO.

1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.

DIONYSOS WITH MASK.

9x14x2 mm

2nd - 1st century B.C.

The naked male figure is standing facing right. He wears a corinthian crested helmet and a cloak on his shoulders. His left arm bent, his hand holding a spear.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 350 - 500

13x21x3 mm

The young god is elegantly leaning against a column, in the act of contemplating a theatrical mask. Behind his shoulders, the thyrsus. His body is partially naked (only the legs
are draped) and has a well-engraved musculature with delicate anatomical volumes. Numerous details are rendered with globular elements. Groundline. The elegant depiction is
inspired by hellenistic models. Attractive size and color of the stone. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.200 - 1.500

114

A ROMAN NICOLO AGATE INTAGLIO. WARRIOR.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
12x17x4 mm

The figure is facing left is wearing a cloak, holding the spear with his right
hand, the helmet with his left. Groundline. Nice size and tone of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 700

96
96

97

97

116

A ROMAN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO.
SERAPIS ENTHRONED WITH CERBERUS.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9,5x12,5x3 mm

Representation of Serapis enthroned with Cerberus. The gem likely portrays the cult
statue Serapis from Alexandria, attributed to 3rd century B.C. sculptor, Bryaxis. The
god is depicted seated, turned to the right, his right hand holding a long stick (or scepter). He wears the modius and a long chiton. In front of him, a star. At his feet the
three-headed dog. This subject is also referred to Ade in the Infers. Groundline.
116

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

117

A ROMAN GREEN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO. DANCING MAENAD.
2nd century A.D.
8,5x11,5x3,5 mm

The figure is standing in movement and facing left, wearing the
panther skin. Behind her, a thyrsus. The stone is chipped.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

117

£ 400 - 500

118

A ROMAN GREEN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO. BIGA.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
5x7,5x1,5 mm

The male figure is ridding a biga facing left and whipping the horses. Groundline.
Wear marks on the surface of the stone. Nice vivid color with dark inclusions.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500

118

98
98

99

99

119

A ROMAN PERIDOTE INTAGLIO. NAKED WOMAN ON A KLINE.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
7x9x3 mm

The naked woman is reclined on a kline, her head facing right. Left arm and lower part of her legs raised up. Use of drill in the execution. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

119

£ 300 - 500

120

A ROMAN AMETHYST INTAGLIO. MYTHOLOGICAL SCENE.
2nd century A.D.
16x18x7 mm

Venus standing against a column facing left and holding an helmet in his
right hand. In from tof him, Mercury, between a goat. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

120

£ 200 - 400

121

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO MOUNTED ON A SILVER RING. ALLEGORY OF FORTUNE.
2nd century A.D.
Intaglio 14x17mm ; ring.diam 15mm ; 9,56 grs

The scene is made of two facing female figures: on the left, standing Fortune, holding
the wheel; on the right a non-identified figure, partially covered by the ancient mounting. Traces of an extensive corrosion and oxydation of the ring, with iron deposit. A hoop
fragment belonging to another ring has remained, welded to the sample with the intaglio
mounted on, sample which is characterized by a hoop made of spherical elements.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

121
100
100

101
101

122

123

A ROMAN TWO-LAYERED AGATE INTAGLIO

A ROMAN THREE-LAYERS AGATE INTAGLIO MOUNTED

MOUNTED IN A MODERN GOLD RING. FORTUNA-TYCHE.

IN A MODERN GOLD RING. HARPOCRATES.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

Intaglio 10x12 mm ; diam 20 mm ; 9,45 grs

Intaglio 7x11 mm ; ring internal size 15x18 mm ; 6,22 grs

The winged figure, turned on the right side, holding the cornucopia with her right hand, a rudder with a poppy flower and an ear of
wheat with the left hand. Back: ΔHM. Allegory of Abundance.

The divine child brings his left hand close to his mouth and holds
a cornucopia with his right hand. Convex bezel. Wear marks and
traces of burning. Modern gold setting on antique style, with
raised bezel decorated on the sides with four spherical elements.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.200 - 1.500

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

124

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO SET IN A MODERN GOLD MOUNTING.
SHEPHERD AND GOAT.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x12x3 mm

The character is milking the goat, a small recipient on the ground. Groundline. Fragmentary edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

102
102

103
103

125

127

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. MALE FIGURE ON HIS CHARIOT.

A ROMAN GREEN JASPER INTAGLIO. HELIOS AND HIS HORSE.

2nd century A.D.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

7x9x2,5 mm

11x14,5x3 mm

The character is seated in a chariot facing left, whipping his
horse. Groundline. Rare iconography. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 400 - 500

The naked god is facing right toward his horse. His head surmounted with a radiated crown, his right hand holding a whip, meanwhile his left pulls the horse. Groundline. Wear marks on the surface of the stone. Chip on the upper part of the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

126

A ROMAN RED JASPER INTAGLIO. WINGED EROS ON A BIGA.

128

2nd century A.D.

AN ITALIC AGATE INTAGLIO. PASTORAL SCENE.

11x13x3 mm

2nd century A.D.

The winged eros is standing on a chariot, riding a biga
and holding a whip in his right hand. Groundline.

12x13x3 mm

The scene depicts a shepherd milking a goat. Both facing right, the goat
twisting her head toward the shepherd. Use of globular elements. Groundline.

Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 200 - 400

104
104

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

105
105

129

A LATE REPUBLICAN THREE-LAYERED AGATE INTAGLIO. SOLDIER.
1st century B.C.
11x13x5 mm

The naked bearded male figure is standing facing left, holding sword and
shield. He wears an helmet. Use of globular elements. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

129

130

AN EARLY ROMAN REPUBLICAN BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO. QUADRIGA.
1st century B.C.
8x11x2 mm

The chariot is pulled by four running horses, and the charioteer holds the whip to
incite them. The scene is composed in the style of republican denarii. Use of small
globular elements. Beautiful variety of banded agate. Slight signs of wear.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

130

131

A ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO. APOLLO.
2nd century A.D.
9x13x2 mm

The naked god is standing in a contrapposto, facing right. His left leg slightly bent and crossed behind his right one. He wears a long cloak held by his arms.
The left hand holding a laurel branch(?). Laureated head. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

131

106
106

107
107

132

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. MARS OFFERER.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
14x21x2 mm

The god is standing on his feet turned on the right side, and wearing an helmet, and
armour with sandals. With the right hand he raises a spear, in the lower part; the
shield. With the left hand he holds an attribute (patera?) directed toward a little altar on fire. Groundline. Votive scene. Large size and attractive color of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

132

£ 600 - 800

133

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. FORTUNA-TYCHE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
Intaglio 11x15 mm

The personification of abundance and fortune is winged, helmeted and draped, holding with the left hand; a stick, two ears of corn, a caduceus. Internal cracks. The
bezel is still fixed on the original iron mounting (fragmentary). Wear marks.
133
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

134

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. OFFERER.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
10x15x4 mm

The standing and draped female figure is turned to the left. With both hands, she offers a small amphora to an idol on top of a column. Votive scene. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

134

£ 500 - 700

108
108

109
109

135

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. VICTORY WITH A TROPHY.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
14x15x2 mm

The winged personification of the victory is turned on the left side, with
draped legs, putting a shield on a military trophy (in the same position, the
victory is usually depicted also writing on the shield). Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

135

£ 300 - 400

136

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. FORTUNA-TYCHE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
10x12x2 mm

The personification of the abundance is seated on the rudder, facing left; with the right hand she holds the
rudder, with the left she holds the cornucopia. Rare and unusual allegorical depiction. Slight wear marks.
136

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

137

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PANTHEISTIC GODDESS.
2nd century A.D.
11x14,5x3 mm

The syncretic goddess is standing facing right and characterized by various attributes: long wings,
a rude, two ear of corns and a crested helmet. She wears a long chiton. This divine personification
is an assimilation of Tyche and Minerva. Groundline. Small chip on the edge and wear marks.
137

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

110
110

111

111

138

140

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. ATHENA PROMACHOS.

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO MOUNTED IN A MODERN GOLD RING.

1st - 2nd Century A.D.

BIGA.

7x10x3 mm

2nd century A.D.

The goddess of war is standing in movement and facing left. Her left arm bent and upraised
holds a long spear, meanwhile the right holds a large shield. She wears a long chiton, a
breastplate and a crested helmet. Groundline. Small chip on the edge. Slight wear of marks.

Intaglio 10x11 mm ; US size ring 8 ; 5 grs

Ring with hoop rounded without and within and surmounted with a
large oval bezel set with an intaglio showing a biga. The scene shows
a female character ridding a biga and facing left. Groundline.

Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 800 - 900

139

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. MARS WITH EROS.
2nd century A.D.
10x13x4 mm

The god of war is standing facing left and putting his greaves. He wears a long
cloak and a crested helmet. Behind him, a spear. In front of him, Eros is giving him a sword. Groundline. Small chip on the edge and slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 200 - 300

112
112

113
113

141

142

A ROMAN SILVER RING SET WITH A CARNELIAN INTAGLIO.

A LATE ROMAN GOLD RING SET WITH A CARNELIAN INTAGLIO.

EROTIC SCENE.

VENUS VICTRUX.

2nd century A.D.

Intaglio 2nd century A.D. ; Ring 4th-5th century A.D.

Intaglio 7x10 mm ; ring US size 9

Intaglio 7x11 mm ; US size ring 6.5 ; 6,38 grs

Ring rounded without and flatten within, the oval bezel set with an intaglio depicting an erotic scene.
A couple making love. Groundline. Rare. Wear marks.

Ring rounded without and flatten within adorned on the shoulders
and around the bezel of small gold spherical beads. The intaglio depicts Venus Victrix standing and facing left with her attributes. The
stone is set in a later ancient gold mounting (late roman). Rare.

Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 800 - 1.000

Parallel : Metropolitan Museum NY, inv. 17.192.199
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 2.000 - 3.000

114
114

115
115

143

144

A LOMBARDIC GOLD RING SET WITH A ROMAN BURNT AGATE INTAGLIO.

A LOMBARDIC GOLD RING SET WITH A ROMAN BURNT AGATE INTAGLIO.

MERCURY

WARRIORS

Intaglio 5th-7th century A.D ; Ring 3rd century A.D.

Intaglio 5th-7th century A.D ; Ring 3rd century A.D.

Intaglio 9x10 mm ; US size ring 7 ; 5,4 grs

Intaglio 9x10 mm ; US size ring 7 ; 5,4 grs

Hoop made of a large plain twisted wire and surmounted by an
oval bezel framed with a platted gold plaque embossed with triangular and dotted pattern. In the center a roman intaglio depicting Mercury, standing and facing right. Groundline. Rare.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 1.200 - 1.500

116
116

Hoop made of a large plain twisted wire and surmounted by an
oval bezel framed with a platted gold plaque embossed with triangular and dotted pattern. In the center a roman intaglio depicting Mercury, standing and facing right. Groundline. Rare.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 1.200 - 1.500

117
117

145

147

A LOT OF 2 ROMAN RINGS SET WITH JASPER

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PRIAPIC SCENE.

AND AGATE INTAGLIOS.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x12x3 mm

VARIA.
2nd century A.D.
Intaglio 12x14 mm ; ring US size 5 ; intaglio 7x8,5; ring US size 5

On top, iron ring rounded without and within with broader shoulder and large oval bezel set with a fine jasper
intaglio depicting a quadriga. Some chips on the stone.
Deposit and oxydation on the ring. The bronze ring
rounded within and angular shoulders, the oval bezel
set with an agate intaglio depicting a bird. Intact.

The standing male character is turned to the left and is depicted in
the act of worshipping a priapean phallic herm. Apotropaic and votive scene referable to the cult of Priapus. Slight wear marks.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 200 - 400

Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 700 - 900

148

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. PRIAPIC SCENE.
146

2nd century A.D.
11x13,5x4 mm

A LOT OF 2 AGATE SCARABS.

The scene depicts a male character seated facing right intercessing with
an hermaic idole in front of him. The presence of a tail behind the character suggests that he is a satyre. Groundline. Small chips on the edge.

2nd century B.C. - 2nd century A.D.
9x12x8 mm; 7,5x13,5x6 mm

From left to right: the oval flat base with a heron, behind the caduceus and latin letters « A-M » ; a warrior
facing left with a shield. Use of globular elements.

Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 420 - 400

Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 400 - 600

118
118

119
119

149

150

A RARE ROMAN AMETHYST INTAGLIO. METAMORPHOSIS.

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. RITUAL SCENE.

1st - 2nd Century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

9x12x4 mm

8x12x3 mm

A male character, facing left, is depicted in the act of picking a bunch of
grapes from the plant. This plant, characterized by leaves and bunches, ends
in a gigantic bunch, from which the character surprisingly emerges. Below,
a quadruped standing on the plant, presumably a dog or a feline (panther,
symbol of Dionysos ?). This unusual scene is apparently unique, probably
referable to the Metamorphoses and the Dionysian context of intoxication and
abundance. The stone is characterized by a vivid and luminous color. Very
deep carved, despite its small size. Slight signs of wear. Very rare subject.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

The scene is symmetrically composed. On the right, a partially draped female offerer putting offerings on a small altar (she also holds a thyrsus with ribbons flying in the air); in the center, a column with an idol on it, presumably Dionysos with
attributes; on the left a satyr with pedum proceeds to the left, like a dionysiac
procession. A black vein of the stone coincides with the exact half of the scene,
specially chosen for an aesthetic and compositional purpose. Signs of wear.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 400 - 600

£ 800 - 1.200

151

A ROMAN AGATE CARNELIAN INTAGLIO WITH DARK INCLUSIONS.
TWO HORSEMEN.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
11x15x3 mm

Both characters are facing each other on their horses, wearing helmets, spears, and shields. Groundline. Wear marks.
Nice vivid color of the stone with some dark inclusions.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 200 - 300

120
120

121
121

152

154

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BUCOLIC SCENE.

A ROMAN GREEN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO SET IN

2nd century A.D.

A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING. BONUS EVENTUS.

12,5x15x6 mm

2nd century A.D.

The male character is seated under an olive tree facing left. His left extended toward the back of a goat. The stone is chipped on the
edge (missing the upper part of the goat). Wear marks.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 200 - 300

Intaglio 5x8 mm ; US ring size 6.5 ; 5,08 grs

Hoop rounded without and flatten within with boarder shoulders, the oval bezel set with an intaglio depicting the figure of Bonus Eventus. The divinity is presented standing, facing left with his attributes. Groundline.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 1.000 - 1.200

153

AN ITALIC GARNET INTAGLIO. WARRIOR.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
10x13x3 mm

The helmeted soldier faces right, one knee resting on the ground. The character
holds two shields, in a pose that recalls the iconography of the Dying Otriade, typical of italic glyptic. Above, a shield with a Gorgone’s mask, apotropaic value. Groundline. Presence of small globular elements. Signs of wear. Attractive stone color.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 700 - 900

122
122

123
123

155

A ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO MOUNTED IN A MODERN GOLD RING.
WINGED VICTORY.
2nd century A.D.
Intaglio 10x12 mm ; US size ring 7.5 ; 12 grs

With rounded hoop and broaded shoulders. The oval bezel set with an intaglio showing a
winged Victory. The goddess is standing and facing right. In her hands she holds a wreath.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 1.200 - 1.500

156

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. MARS.
2nd century A.D.
9x12x4 mm

The helmeted god is standing and facing left characterized by a crested helmet and a spear, holding
a trophy. Slight wear marks on the surface of the
stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

157

A ROMAN GLASS INTAGLIO. BACCHUS.
1st century A.D.
10x14x4 mm

Standing and facing right. He hold the thyrsus in
his left hand and the panther cloak on his shoulders.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 80 - 100

158

A LOT OF 2 ROMAN GLASS INTAGLIOS.
2nd century A.D.
7x8x2 mm ; 9x10x2,5 mm

From left to right; Fortuna-Tyche standing right ;
Astrological scene with head of Helios. Chips on
the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 60 - 80
124
124

125
125

159

AN ITALIC FOSSILIZED CHALCEDONY SCARAB. HORSEMAN.
3rd - 2nd century B.C.
11x16x4 mm

Running horse facing left, riding by a wounded soldier with an arrow in his chest. The head
slightly down and turned behind, indicates the wound is probably mortal. Allegory of militar
honour in the death. The warrior is naked as the greek heros and wears an helmet with
cheek-pads like the italic soldiers. Dotted frame on the edge. Use of globular elements.
Pierced lenghtwise. Rare variety of fossilized chalcedony (madreporico). Signs of wears.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 1.200 - 1.500

126

127

160

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. MILITARY VOTIVE SCENE.
2nd century A.D.
14x17x3 mm

The general, probably an emperor, faces left. His right hand holds a patera, on an altar with a lit fire; the left holds a spear and a cloth. The
character wears full armor, with shoes and a laurel wreath on his head.
Good-luck votive scene. Chipped on the edge. Nice vivid color.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500
160

161

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. MARS GRADIVUS.
2nd century A.D.
10x13x3 mm

The god of war is moving left carrying a trophy on his shoulders and holding a spear in his
hands. Groundline. Nice execution of the figure. Slight chip on the edge. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300
161

162

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. ARTEMIS.
2nd century A.D.
11x13x3 mm

The goddess is standing facing right. She wears a long chiton and holds an arrow with her
right hand meanwhile her right arm is leaning on a plinth. At her feet, a deer looking toward her. Groundline. Small chip on the edge. Wear marks on the surface of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300
162

128
128

129
129

163

A ROMAN AGATE CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. WINGED VICTORY.
2nd century A.D.
8x10x3 mm

The character is standing and facing left. With long wing, she wears a voluminous dress and cloak. She holds with her left hand a laurel wreath,
with her right hand a long ear of corn. Groundline. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 250
163

164

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. FORTUNA TYCHE.
2nd century A.D.
10x11x3 mm

The goddess is standing, turned to the right. In her right hand she
holds the cornucopia and the rudder. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300
164

165

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO WITH DARK INCLUSIONS. FORTUNA-TYCHE.
2nd century A.D.
9x10x4 mm

The goddess is facing right with her typical attributes. Groundline. Small crack on the lower part
of the stone. The stone with a vivid orange color is characterized by small dark inclusions.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 200

165

130
130

131
131

166

168

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BUCOLIC SCENE.

A ROMAN BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO MOUNTED ON A MODERN GOLD RING

2nd century A.D.

SET WITH BRILLIANTS. WINGED VICTORY.

12,5x15x6 mm

1st century A.D.

The male character is seated under an olive tree facing left. His left extended toward the back of a goat. The stone is chipped on the
edge (missing the upper part of the goat). Wear marks.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 200 - 300

Intaglio 12x15 mm ; US size ring 7 ; 15 grs

The ring shows a rounded hoop flatten within with rectangular terminals
each set with three brilliants. The oval bezel set with a large banded agate intaglio showing a winged Victory standing in movement and facing
left. She wears a long chiton and himation. The left arm toward, she holds
a laurel wreath, meanwhile her right hand holds a branch. Groundline.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 2.000 - 3.000

167

AN ITALIC GARNET INTAGLIO. WARRIOR.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
10x13x3 mm

The helmeted soldier faces right, one knee resting on the ground. The character
holds two shields, in a pose that recalls the iconography of the Dying Otriade, typical of italic glyptic. Above, a shield with a Gorgone’s mask, apotropaic value. Groundline. Presence of small globular elements. Signs of wear. Attractive stone color.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 700 - 900

132
132

133
133

169

171

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. EROS AND ANTEROS.

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. BUCOLIC SCENE.

1st century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

10x12x3 mm

14x10x2 mm

The two winged creatures, intent in the struggle, are naked and are both characterized by thick hair. An erote attacks from behind his opponent, blocking his
hands on his back and making him his prisoner. Anteros, taken prisoner, appears
defeated and with his head tilted forward. Below, a bow and a quiver, the reason for the dispute: the arms of Love. Groundline. Delicious scene composed
with grace and irony. Interesting stylistic rendering. Wear marks.

An old shepherd watches over two grazing cows advancing to the left. In the background, a plant. Light chipping on the edge. Bucolic scene. Slight wear marks.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 200 - 400

Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 400 - 600

170

172

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. DYONISIAC SCENE.

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. SHEPHERD WITH A GOAT.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

11x12x2 mm

12x15x3 mm

The scene depicts a male figure adoring a phallic herm (Priape), his left knee bent.
He wears a cloak, holding a stick in his left arm. Behind him, a large bell-krater, symbol of the dionysiac world. Various small chips on the stone.

The character, facing left, wears a cloak and leans on a stick. At his feet,
a goat. Bucolic scene. Groundline. Attractive color of the stone.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 200 - 300

134
134

£ 200 - 400

135
135

173

A ROMAN CHALCEDONY INTAGLIO SET IN LATER GOLD SWIVEL RING.
DANCING SATYR.
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
intaglio 13x17x4 mm ; US ring size 11 ; 11,6 grs

This fine intaglio is certainly inspired by a famous ancient statuary model, magnificently engraved in ancient times on a sardonyx, preserved in Paris, Cabinet des Médailles-BN, inv. 58,1648.
Mounted on a gold swivel ring with octogonal bezel, this chalcedony depicts a dancing satyr in
the same pose, holding the thyrsus with his left hand and holding a lion (or panther) skin with his
right one. The left foot is elegantly lifted backwards with a dancing step. The anatomical details
of the face and of the body, with the use of globular elements (eye, etc), are referable to the late
roman republican glyptic production. Beautiful shades and color of the stone. Wear marks.
Parallel : Chabouillet, A. Catalogue général et raisonné des camées et pierres gravées de la Bibliothèque impériale. Paris :1858, n°1648.
Mariette, Pierre-Jean. Traité des Pierres gravées. Paris : 1750, t.II, n°XL. Plantzos, D.. Hellenistic engraved Gems. Oxford : 1999, n°434.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 3.000 - 4.000

136
136

137
137

174

AN EGYPTO-ROMAN AMETHYST SCARAB MOUNTED ON A MODERN GOLD RING.
Scarab 1st - 2nd century A.D.
Scarab 12x16x9 mm ; US size ring 5 ; 6 grs

Rounded hoop with spherical terminals, the bezel embracing the shape
of the scarab with stylized features. Nice deep color of the stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800
174

175

A LARGE LATE HELLENISTIC GILTED BRONZE RING SET WITH GLASS PASTE.
1st century B.C.
Glass 13x15 mm ; ring 21x16 mm ; 17,36 grs

Oval hoop, convex without, concave within. It broadens out widely at the head. The bezel is in
the form of a raised gold hollow disk soldered to the head of the ring, with a dark glass.
Parallel: Antiken Gemmen in Deutschen Sammlungen, Band. IV, T.36, n°236, inv. K 1349
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 700

175

176

A ROMAN GOLD RING. INSCRIPTION.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
Bezel 6x5x1 mm ; ring diam. 16x20 mm; 3,68 grs

ER-MES engraved on the small oval bezel (ERMES, engraved inverted, in order to be correctly read on the cast). Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.000
176

138
138

139
139

177

179

A GREEK HELLENISTIC GOLD RING.

A MEROVINGIAN GOLD RING WITH A GARNET.

KNOT OF HERCULES.

6th - 7th century A.D.

4th - 3rd century BC.

Bezel 10x7,5x1,5 mm ; US size ring 4.5 ; 0,8 grs

Diam. 16,5 mm ; 0,50 grs

The refined work is characterized by a small knot of
Hercules flanked on both sides by two hollow drop decorations, ending with a spherical element. Very thin rod.
Excellent state of preservation. Magna Graecia.

Thin hoop made of a single gold wire and surmounted by a diamond-shaped gold box set with a thin
garnet.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 600

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

178

180

A ROMAN PAIR OF GOLD

A ROMAN BRONZE OCTOGONAL RING.

EARRINGS WITH DISC AND PENDANTS.

3rd century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

Diam 21 mm

H. 32 mm ; 4,24 grs

The hoop is externally polygonal with eight external facetes (octagonal) and internally circular. Each
face has a zodiac sign; it is possible to recognize
the symbols of the twins, fishes, capricorn, ram,
lion. Ring “Henig type IX”. Wear marks. Rare.

Hoop with discoid plaque, loop beneath with breloque
and granule, ending in spirals.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

Parallels: M. Henig, A Corpus of Roman Engraved Gemstones From British
Sites, 1974. Cfr. examples on the PAS database, SF-193154, HAMP-4A3EA7.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400

140
140

141
141

181

182

A ROMAN REPUBLICAN AGATE INTAGLIO. ALLEGORICAL EMBLEM.

AN ITALIC BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO. LYRA.

1st century B.C.

2nd century B.C.

9x11x3 mm

15x18x3 mm

Caduceus with small wings crossed with a thyrsus and a
poppy flower. Allegory of strenght and power. Wear marks.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 400 - 500

The musical instrument is characterized by a case with a tortoise shell, from which hang some ornaments. Above, a butterfly, symbol of soul and elegance. Presence of globular elements. Beautiful variety of banded agate. Signs of wear.
Provenance: U.K., private collection.

£ 400 - 600

142

143

183

A LATE ROMAN NICOLO INTAGLIO. CHI RHO.
4th - 5th century A.D.
8x11x3 mm

In the center of the stone, the Chi-Rho — the early Christian symbol.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400
183

184

A LOT OF 2 ROMAN INTAGLIOS. INSCRIPTIONS.
1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
8x11x2 mm ; 10x10x3 mm

Lot consisting of two gems with inscriptions. The nicolo with inscription L /
IVL - TVTI, with laurel wreath and chipping on the edge; the carnelian with the
inscription W (as omega? or M in reverse) / EVTVA / C. Signs of wear.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500
184

185

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. INSCRIPTION.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
12x10x4 mm

Octogonal bezel. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

185

144

145

186

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. TROPHY.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
8,5x11,5x3 mm

Composed with an armour, helmet, and shields. Groundline. For similar
subject, see the imperial coinage. Attractive vivid color of ths stone.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 700

186

187

A ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. ALLEGORICAL EMBLEMA.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
10x12x3 mm

In the center, two clasped hands in the dextrarum junctio, holding a kalathos containing two ears of corn
and two poppy flowers. On the sides, two cornucopia each surmounted by a parrot with poppy flower.
Allegorical emblem referring to good luck and abundance. Slight wear marks. Chipping on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

187

£ 200 - 400

188

A ROMAN ITALIC BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO. ALLEGORICAL EMBLEMA.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
9x15x2 mm

The auspicious depiction is formed by a cornucopia, a globe and a palm branch.
Use of globular elements. Slight wear marks and little crack in the stone
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400
188

146
146

147
147

189

A ROMAN AGATE INTAGLIO. CORNUCOPIA.
2nd century A.D.
8x10,5x2 mm

Cornucopia with ribbons on each side. Small chips on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 250
189

190

AN EARLY ROMAN REPUBLICAN BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO.
ALLEGORICAL EMBLEMA.
2nd - 1st century B.C.
7x12x2,5 mm

Italic allegorical emblem composed by a rudder, surmounted by a bird and flanked by a scepter, probably a thyrsus. Presence of globular elements. Signs of wear and damaged edge.

190

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

191
191

A LATE ROMAN TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO. DEXTRARUM JUNCTIO.
1st - 2nd century A.D.
8,5x13x4 mm

The junctio of these two hands symbolize union and loyalty. Usually use to represents alliances or
commemorate a wedding. Nice colour of the stone with honey-brownish shades. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500

148
148

149
149

192

A ROMAN MAGICAL CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. SERAPIS WITH FOOT AND SNAKE.
2nd century A.D.
7x10x3 mm

Allegorical composition with a portrait of Serapis facing left, beneath a foot with an intertwined snake joining the god’s head. Slight
wear marks on the surface of the stone. Chip on the edge.
Parallel : See Cabinet des Médailles, inv. 58.2027

192

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 700

193

A ROMAN YELLOW JASPER GNOSTIC INTAGLIO. HECATE.
2nd - 3rd century A.D.
9x13x3 mm

The three-headed goddess is standing in front and characterized a long chiton,
six arms with bracelets and the heads surmounted by modii. This iconography
was used for magical purpose. Very nice colors and variations of the stone. Rare.
Parallel : A. Mastrocinque, Sylloge Gemmarum Gnosticarum.

193
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

194
194

AN EGYPTIAN PTOLEMAIC CARNELIAN SCARAB.
332-30 B.C.
10x14x7 mm

The body sculpted naturalistically. The back engraved with a cartouche. Inside the god Anubis seated holding the flagellum, beneath the hieroglyph « nb ». Through hole.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

150
150

151
151

195

197

A NEAR-EASTERN AGATE SEAL. HYBRID FIGURE.

A LOT OF 15 ROMAN AND POSTCLASSICAL INTAGLIOS. VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

Sasanian, 3rd - 7th century A.D.

1st - 2nd century A.D.

Diam 18 mm ; depth 13 mm

Min 4x5 mm ; max 16x20x8 mm

With flat ovoid face and a domed body pierced through for suspension. The
face depicts a fire altar form composed of a crescent, a bar with further crescents at its terminals, a standard, a second bar, also with crescents at its
terminals. These symbols probably represents a specific clan or tribe.
Parallel : A similar example conserved at Metropolitan Museum of NY, inv. 41.160.636
Provenance : U.K., private collection

The group is composed of agate, carnelian, heliotrope, amethyst, red jasper, and chalcedony specimen.
The subjects including Tyche, Dionysus, Gemini, a cornucopia, eros with lyre, two ears of corn, a satyr
with panther, a bust of philosopher, a warrior, an offerer, a male head, Dionysos, male bust, clasped
hands with allegorical emblema, an offerer. Mainly roman period and two postclassical stones.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.200

£ 500 - 600

196

A POSTCLASSICAL GREEN GLASS IMPRESSION. PHALLUS.
18th - 19th century
9x9x3 mm

Phallic symbolic in frontal view. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 50 - 60

152
152

153
153

198

199

A GROUP OF 15 ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. VARIA.

A GROUP OF 7 HARDSTONES INTAGLIOS. VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

1st - 3rd century A.D.

2nd century A.D. and 18th century

12x13x3 mm; 13x16x3 mm; 9x10x3 mm; 11x11x3 mm; 7x10x3mm; 9x10x3 mm; 8x9x2 mm; 7x9x2 mm;

8x9x2,5 mm; 10x13x2 mm; 6x9x3,5 mm; 9x12x6 mm; 10x13x6 mm; 7x9x4 mm; 8x9x3 mm

w7x10x2 mm; 8x9x2,5 mm; 7,5x12,5x2 mm; 6x11x2 mm; 9x12x2 mm; 9x12x3 mm; 7x7x1,5 mm

From left to right: the goddess Artemis standing and facing left with a deer; a naked warrior standing
and facing left with spear and cloak (chipped); a blacksmith seated and hammering ; seated Minerva
with attributes; a male figure standing facing right and holding snakes (?); portrait of a goddess facing left; an old shepherd under a tree; a winged Victory facing left with laurel wreath; a male figure
standing and facing right with cloak and stick; a kneeling male figure facing left with a cloak; a warrior
standing front in contrapposto, the head facing left with spear and sword; Nemesis ; Bacchus standing
with attributes and facing right; Minerva Nikephora standing with attributes and facing right; winged
Victory facing left. Wear marks.

Dextrarum junctio ; a lion chasing a deer, on top a star ; a dog chasing an
hare; allegorical figure with cornucopia; Fortuna-Tyche with attributes;
Fortuna-Tyche with attributes; helmeted male portrait facing left.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.000 - 3.000

154

155

200

201

202

A LOT OF 4 GLASS AND

A LOT OF THREE ROMAN GLASS PASTE

TWO ROMAN JASPER INTAGLIOS. VARIA.

CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. VARIA.

INTAGLIOS. VARIA

2nd - 3rd century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

2nd century A.D.

10x13x3 mm ; 9x10x2 mm

Min 6x7x2,5 mm ; max11x22x3 mm

7x11x4 mm ; 9x17x4 mm ; 7x11x2 mm

On top, a lion facing left. Groundline.

From left to right: male figure facing right ;
male figure facing right; bust of Selene; male
head facing left.

A Silenus standing and facing left; heron
facing right; large vase with handles.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

Provenance : U.K., private collection
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

£ 200 - 300

203

A LOT OF 3 ROMAN CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS.
PORTRAITS.
2nd century A.D.
8x10x1,5 mm ; 9x11x3 mm; 7x9x2 mm

From left to right ; male portrait facing left ; female bust facing left ; Mercury portrait facing left.
200

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500

201
156

157

204

205

A GROUP OF 24 INTAGLIOS. ROMAN AND LATER PERIOD.

A GROUP OF 12 INTAGLIOS. VARIA

2nd - 3rd century A.D. and later

19th and 20th century.

Min 6,5x9x2 mm ; max14x16x4 mm

Min 9x10x3 mm; Max 17x16x4 mm

Pastor and goat facing left; winged Eros playing; Artemis facing left; Mercury facing right; a lion facing
left; Athena facing right; emblema with cornucopia, sea-goat ; pastoral scene; winged helmeted eros;
winged Victory facing left; Silenus facing right; warrior facing left; warrior facing left; winged Victory
facing right; Helios facing right; Ares facing left; Mercury facing right; seated Fortuna-Tycha facing
right; Athena facing right; Maenad facing left; portrait of a ruler facing left; bucolic scene; hand with
cornucopia, caduceus and ear of corn.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

Female bust facing right; A gryllos with two men heads; ear of corn; male figure standing and facing
right; a bold bearded man’s head in the philosopher type with a branch; portrait of helmeted Minerva;
allegorical figure holding a balance; erotic scene; bust of a ruler; male portrait; helmet head of Minerva; portrait of a priestress.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 800

£ 2.000 - 4.000

158

159

206

208

A GROUP OF 9 INTAGLIOS. VARIA

A GROUP OF 7 INTAGLIOS AND 2 CAMEOS. VARIA

19th and 20th century

18th century A.D.

Min 11x14x3 mm ; Max 18x24x4 mm

Min 9x10,5x3 mm ; max 17x23x6 mm

Portrait of Helios with radiated crown and
letters « HELIX »; male bust facing right;
winged sphinx facing left; bust of a greek
ruler; portrait of Ceres; bust of a young man;
bust of Jupiter-Ammon; a deer protome with
symbols; bust of a ruler.

A burnt agate intaglio. Bust of Minerva with helmet facing left; a carnelian intaglio.
Two goats; agate intaglio. Philosopher bust; carnelian intaglio. Dionysus bust. A glass
paste cameo on an alabaster stone. Roman portrait; a glass intaglio. Socrates bust; red
glass impression. Mythological scene; Sardonyx cameo, chipped. Dionysus bust; a glass
intaglio. Eros riding a dolphin.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.000 - 2.000

£ 400 - 600

207

A LOT OF 9 ROMAN AND POSTCLASSICAL
INTAGLIOS. VARIOUS STONES AND SUBJECTS.
2nd century A.D. - 19th century
Min 8x11x2 mm; max 12x14x2,5 mm

From left to right: goat on a tree ; standing divinity with attributes; a biga facing left; a helmeted warrior facing right with a shield and
spear; two anthropomorphic figures; Faune ;
militar trophy; a cornucopia ; Mercury standing facing right.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

160

161

209

210

A GROUP OF 4 INTAGLIOS. VARIA

A LOT OF 2 POSTCLASSICAL CARNELIAN

A GROUP OF 3 LATE REPUBLICAN AGATE AND

2nd century A.D. and 20th century

INTAGLIOS. WARRIOR AND GODDESS.

CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. APOTROPAIC SYMBOLS.

min 5x7x2 mm ; max 14x18x3 mm

20th century

A male figure with a stick ; a fish ; a satyre
playing the lyra ; Neptune with the trident
and a dolphin.

7x10x2 mm ; 8x10x2 mm

Provenance : U.K., private collection

The male figure is standing facing left, behind him a shield and spears; a goddess
facing back, her head facing right.

£ 200 - 300

Provenance : U.K., private collection

211

1st century B.C.
11x12x2,5 mm ; 7x10x2 mm ; 9x11x2 mm

A rudder on the right, with two latin letters on the left « TA »;
rudder with two star; rudder with a club and globe.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 80 - 100

£ 400 - 600

209

210

162

163

212

213

214

215

A GROUP OF 4 ROMAN AGATE AND

A GROUP OF 4 ROMAN INTAGLIOS. VARIA.

A GROUP OF 6 POSTCLASSICAL CARNELIAN

A LOT OF 3 POSTCLASSICAL

CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. VARIA.

2nd century A.D.

INTAGLIOS. HEROIC AND DIVINITIES FIGURES.

CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. PORTRAITS.

2nd century A.D.

11x14x2 mm ; 10x12,5x2,5 mm ; 9x12x3 mm ; diam 9,5 mm

16th-18th century

16th-18th century

12x14,5x3 mm ; 12x15x3 mm ; 9x13x2 mm ; 9x14x4 mm

12x14x2 mm; 10x13x3 mm; 11x15x5 mm; 10x13x2,5 mm; 10x13x8
mm; 11x14x4 mm

14x15x4 mm ; 11x15x4 mm ; 13,5x16x3 mm

Bust of Serapis facing left. Wear marks and
chips visible. Portrait of a young emperor with
laurel wreath facing left. Portrait of a prince
facing left. Portrait of a goddess facing left.

Eagle holding a laurel wreath in his beak; Mercury with his attributes giving a laurel wreath
to Tyche. Groundline; Two herons facing each
other, their head in the opposite sides of their
body. Groundline; Portrait of a bearded man
facing right.

From left to right; Portrait of a laureate emperor facing left; Portrait of Hercules with
his club facing right; Portrait of a young
laureate emperor facing left. Slight wear
marks.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 800

£ 500 - 800

From left to right; An allegorical figure with two
snakes in hand ; a pantheistic goddess standing
and facing left; a male figure standing facing
right, holding an oinochoe in his hand; Mercury standing with his attributes; an allegorical
figure with attributes; hunter with deer. Wear
marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.200

214

215

164
164

165
165

216

217

218

219

A LOT OF 3 POSTCLASSICAL AGATE-

A POSTCLASSICAL AGATE INTAGLIO.

A POSTCLASSICAL BLOODSTONE INTAGLIO.

A GROUP OF 4 POSTCLASSICAL

CARNELIAN INTAGLIOS. MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURES.

SACRIFICE SCENE.

BUST OF A WARRIOR.

INTAGLIOS. VARIA.

16th-18th century

17th - 18th century

16th-18th century

19th and 20th century

10x14x3 mm ; 12x15x3 mm ; 14x17x3 mm

13x16x3 mm

12,5x17x3 mm

12x18x3 mm; 15x18x6 mm; 11x15x3 mm; 16,5x21x4 mm

From left to right: Neptune standing with the
trident and dolphin near a tree. Allegorical
draped female figure with branch, at her feet
Eros; a dancing Menead with thyrsus. Chip on
the edge.

An old male character with a cloak is in the act
of making a sacrifice over a small altar. With
both hands he holds offerings. Groundline.
Attractive variety of stone. Wear marks. Light
chipping on the edge. Postclassical work.

The male figure is facing left, with crested helmet. His face is characterized by strong features; hooked nose, protruding chin, and semiopened lips. Slight wear marks.

Bust of a female figure facing right, dressed with
a large coller; bust of a warrior with helmet,
sword and breastplate, draped on the shoulders;
islamic seal with floral pattern; islamic seal with
inscriptions.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 400

£ 200 - 300

Provenance : U.K., private collection

216

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

£ 50 - 100

218

217

219
166
166

167
167

220

A LOT OF 2 POSTCLASSICAL RED JASPER AND AGATE GNOSTIC INTAGLIOS.
End of the 19th century - early 20th century (?)
22x30x3 mm; 16,5x24,5x4 mm

Male figure standing on his feet and facing right. He holds a scepter, the terminal
with jackal head. Groundline. Beneath, symbols. The second intaglio shows a pentagram with greek and hebrew letters. Inspired by the gnostic and magical intaglios
repertoire.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

220

£ 300 - 500

221

A POSTCLASSICAL LAPIS LAZULI GNOSTIC INTAGLIO. ASTROLOGICAL
AND MAGICAL SYMBOLS.
16th-17th century
13x13x3 mm

The character is standing facing front, wearing a talar crossed-pattern dress or
mummiform sheath (?). The face surmounted by a flat hat (?). On each side star and
crescent moon. The reverse of the stone shows a syncretic attribute with stylized
caduceus and crescent moon. On the corners, glyphs and letters. This iconography
reminds the gnostic repertoire of the egypto-roman amulets and glyptic productions.

221

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

222

A POSTCLASSICAL LAYERED AGATE INTAGLIO. LION’S PAW.
19th century (?)
8x11x4 mm

Lion’s paw depicted as a footprint, meant probably to be a seal.
Drilled style. Signs of wear and chipping on the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300
222

168
168

169
169

223

225

A POSTCLASSICAL AGATE INTAGLIO.

A LARGE POSTCLASSICAL RED JASPER INTAGLIO.

BUST OF MARS.

BUST OF AN EMPEROR.

19th century (?)

18th century (?)

11x12x4 mm

22x32x4 mm

The god facing left. The helmet shows the front part sculpted with
an anthropomorphic mask, of late renaissance taste. Magic eye
stone cutting.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

The male figure is facing right and characterized by high cheekbone, straight nose, thick eyebrow and lidded eye. Hair and beard
are rendered with various trick lines enhancing the volumes. His
forehead is surmounted by a large laurel wreath, tided back by
a knot. The bust is covered by a cloak; on the shoulders appears
the armour. This portrait reminds the features of the roman
emperor Antoninus Pius. Large size. Vivid color and wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.000 - 3.000

224

A POSTCLASSICAL AGATE INTAGLIO.
BUST OF A PHILOSOPHER.
16th-18th century
14x17x3 mm

The hold character is facing left, characterized by a thick beard and
bold head. This depiction is referred to Socrates portraiture. This
portrait is finely engraved on a nice variety of agate. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

170
170

171
171

226

A LARGE POSTCLASSICAL AGATE INTAGLIO. GLADIATOR.
18th century
22x24x3 mm

The helmeted naked male figure is standing facing right, holding a sword in his right
hand, and a frontguard. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900
226

227

A LOT OF 2 POSTCLASSICAL DOUBLE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEOS.
IMPERIAL PORTRAITS.
16th-18th century
14x20x6 mm ; 14x20x6 mm

From left to right; young emperor with laurel wreath facing left (nose partially
missing) or Apollo (?); emperor with laurel wreath facing left.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.000

227

228

A LOT OF 2 POSTCLASSICAL LAYERED AGATE CAMEOS. PORTRAITS OF MINERVA.
17th-18th century
14x21x6 mm ; 14x21x4 mm

From left to right; bust of Minerva facing right. She wears the helmet, her long wavy hair touching her
shoulders. She wears the scaled breastplate ; portrait of helmeted Minerva facing right and characterized by a strong look, straight nose, her wavy hair framing her face back to the base of her neck.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 700
228

172
172

173
173

229

232

A POSTCLASSICAL DOUBLE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO.

A NEOCLASSICAL THREE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO.

GREEK PHILOSOPHER.

FEMALE BUST.

16th-18th century

18th century

20x26x4 mm

15x20x6 mm

The male bearded figure is facing right and characterized
by voluminous hair and beard worked in a naturalistic way
and framing all his face. On top a folded veil covering partially head and neck.

Facing left, her hair inside a sakkos adorned with three ivy leaves
colored with the last layer of the stone; beneath, three curls of hair
framed the outter corner of the eye until her jaw. The features reminds the classical greek period; straight nose, almond-shape lidded eye, small semi-opened lips and rounded chin. Her neck is
partially covered by the folds of a drapery.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 400
230

A POSTCLASSICAL DOUBLE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO.

233

BUST OF A YOUTH.

A NEOCLASSICAL DOUBLE-LAYERED CAMEO. PARIS.

16th - 18th century

18th century

19x31x5 mm

15x22x5 mm

Facing right and characterized by long wavy hair framing
his juvenile face and adorned by a large band. The features
shows the finesse of the young man; thin nose, small plain
lips, small chin and large almond-shape lidded eye.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

The young man is facing right and characterized by his typical
hairstyle surmounted by the phrygian hat. His eye accentuated by
a drilled tool for the pupil, raises up the look, and the thick lids
suggest a certain seriousness and gravity. The curly locks framing
the forehead and the face are well-rendered with the use of this coloured layer of the stone in contrast with the whiteness of the face.

£ 500 - 700

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500
231

A POSTCLASSICAL THREE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO.

234

BUST OF A MATRONE.

A NEOCLASSICAL THREE-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO. PARIS.

16th - 18th century

19th century

21x28x6 mm

19x24x5 mm

Facing left, the look upraised with intensity, the woman is characterized by long wavy hair tided back in a
bun with some locks detached on the jaw and neck.
The nose is thin and aligned with the forehead, semiopened lips, rounded chin. The eye’s pupil is marked
by a drill tool. Her bust covered by a folded cloak.

The young hero is facing right, characterized byu his typical
phrygian hat. The sensousness of his features shows a delicate rounded chin, small plain lips, straight this nose and
almond-shape lidded eye. The face is framed by long wavy
hair with curly terminals going through the base of his neck.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

£ 400 - 500
174
174

175
175

235

A POSTCLASSICAL LAYERED AGATE INTAGLIO. DANCING FIGURE.
19th century
20x26x3 mm

The female draped figure is standing, legs crossed in frontal
view, her head facing left. Her bust partially uncovered shows
rendered volumes, and her draped dress is floating in movement. She hold a patera (?) against her left leg. Groundline.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 200

236

A RENAISSANCE TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO
SET IN A GOLD RING. FEMALE BUST.
16th century
Cameo 14x20x5 mm ; ring US size 5-6

Rounded ring surmounted by a large asymmetrical rounded bezel that embrace naturally the cameo’s shape. The cameo depicts a woman bust turned to the right. She
wears a folded dress, her right shoulder partially uncovered. Her long neck sustains a
plain rounded face with small chin, lips and nose. The eye is precisely carved showing
the eyelids and the pupil. The eyebrow is slightly modeled in relief. Her short-wide
forehead is surmounted by long hair tided back in a bun with braids. Point of nose is
missing, and presence of a crack behind the right shoulder.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.000 - 3.000

176
176

177
177

237

A RENAISSANCE AGATE CAMEO MOUNTED IN A MODERN GOLD RING. RECLINING VENUS.
Late 16th century A.D.
Cameo 10x13 mm ; diam int. Ring 17 mm ; 9,36 grs

The figure is naked and lying on a bed covered with a
drapery; next to it, a vase. Signs of wear.
Parallel : For stylistic comparisons: Riccardo Gennaioli, The gems of the Medici at the Museo degli Argenti. Cameos and carvings in
the collections of Palazzo Pitti (coordination Ornella Casazza), 2007 (reprint 2010), p. 184 n. 73-75.
Provenance : European private collection.

£ 12000 - 1.500

238

AN HELIOTROPE CAMEO MOUNTED IN A MODERN GOLD BROOCH.
BUST OF CHRIST.
17th century
42x35 mm ; 16,32 grs

The figure wears a tunic and is turned in profile to the left, with
long hair held back by the crown of thorns. The face has severe
features, slightly protruding cheekbones and a short beard.
Work inspired by 16th century models, including the choice of
this stone variety. Attractive stone color. Bezel cracked horizontally on the bust. Refined gold setting (18th - 19th century),
with finely worked frame in excellent condition.
Parallel : P. Vitellozzi, Tesori di una collezione privata p. 218 n. 159; Le Destin d’une collection.
500 pierres gravйes du Duc d’Orleans, p. 219; Le gemme dei Medici al Museo degli Argenti.
Cammei e intagli nelle collezioni di Palazzo Pitti, p. 336-337.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

239

A LARGE CAMEO IN OYSTER SHELL. THE SACRIFICE OF ISAAC.
17th-18th century
24x35x6 mm

Oyster shell cameo (pearl white background, milky white in the
upper layer). The Sacrifice of Isaac. God decided to test Abraham faith, commanding the sacrifice of his son Isaac. On the
Moriah mount, while Abraham was going to sacrifice his son, an
angel arrived to stop him. The depiction is the representation of
this salient Biblical episode: the flying Angel stops Abraham’s
hand, that was holding a dagger. On the right, a kneeling Isaac
gives an additional dynamic sense to the depiction.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 600

178
178

179
179

240

241

A VICTORIAN GOLD BROOCH SET WITH A

A NEOCLASSICAL AGATE CAMEO. JANIFORM PORTRAIT.

RENAISSANCE ONYX TWO-LAYERED CAMEO.

17th-18th century

BUST OF A YOUTH.

19x25x7,5 mm

16th century cameo; 19th century mounting.
Cameo 7x10 mm ; length brooch 50 mm ; 3,24 grs

A small onyx cameo is mounted on a Victorian brooch characterized by a small golden setting with a chiseled frame, joined to
a long brooch. The stone, carved in high relief, shows the frontal bust of a young man, presumably Hercules, with a slightly
three-quarter head. Excellent state of conservation.

On the left, male bearded head, on the right, old woman
head. Both joined by a folded veil covering the head.
Interesting work and choice of the stone. Rare.
Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 500 - 600

Provenance : U.K., private collection, London.

£ 400 - 600

242

A TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO.
BUST OF A ROMAN EMPRESS.
17th-18th century
33x43x8 mm

The character is turned to the left and is characterized by
a slightly aquiline nose, an eye with an engraved pupil, a
large ear, a small mouth and a chin, with a grooved hair
pulled back, framed on the forehead and on the nape by
two braids placed side by side. The portrait is stylistically
referable to the models of the Severian or post Severian
dynasty (Giulia Domna, Fulvia Plautilla, Aquilia Severa,
Cornelia Supera). Slight wear marks, traces of burns
and antique chips on the edge. Inscription engraved on
the backside. Interesting work, possibly antique and reworked during the post Renaissance.
£ 700 - 900

180
180

181
181

243

A LOT OF 2 RED-GREEN JASPER OCTOGONAL INSCRIBED SEALS.
18th century
12,5x14x3 mm ; 12x13x3 mm

Both seals with 2 horizontal registers of inscriptions. On top, a square
cross between stars. The last registers are years « 1739 » and « 1742 ».
Wear marks. To identify. Probably eastern-balkanic area.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

243

£ 200 - 300

244

A POSTCLASSICAL TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO. ALLEGORICAL FIGURE.
19th century
15x20x4 mm

The female figure is characterized by butterfly wings, wearing a long
chiton knotted at the waist, holding a Swan against her. On top, the sun.
Probably an allegory of metamorphosis.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

244

£ 150 - 200

245

A GROUP OF 6 NEOCLASSICAL DOUBLE-LAYERED ONYX CAMEOS.
PORTRAITS.
19th century
Min 10x12x4 mm ; max 9x19x5 mm

From left to right; bust of a poet; portrait of Selene; bust of a nobleman;
bust of Apollo; head of Arethusa; bust of a laureated poet. Fine condition.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

245
182

183

246

A LOT OF 3 POSTCLASSICAL LAYERED AGATE CAMEOS. PORTRAITS.
18th century
Min 14x17x5 mm; max 17x21,5x4 mm

Bust of Apollo; portrait of a young man, probably Hercules;
bust of a noblewoman.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

247

A LOT OF 5 POSTCLASSICAL CAMEOS. VARIA.
18th century
Min 8x10x5 mm ; max 13x16,5x3 mm

From left to right; a three-headed portrait (gryllos type); portrait of a
veiled woman (priestress ?); portrait of a Youth; portrait of helmeted
Minerva; traveler standing with a stick and his dog.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

184

185

248

A RENAISSANCE CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. DOLPHIN.
16th century
10x12x3 mm

The sea animal faces right, and is depicted above the waves of the sea. Its back is arched, the
body covered with scales, the tail with three endings. Interesting stylistic rendering, typically
from the Renaissance production. Carving made with skill respect the small size of the stone.
Attractive intense color. Slightly cabochon back.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

248

£ 200 - 300

249

A POSTCLASSICAL CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. NEPTUNE.
16th-17th century
13x16x3 mm

The divinity is facing front on a shell, his mermaid tail divided in two with monstrous snakes
endings. Behind him, his trident. Shield and dolphin on the side. His head facing left is characterized by a large plain face and short hair. Backbones rising from the shoulders. Interesting
subject. Small ald light crack in the stone, near the edge.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

249

£ 300 - 500

250

A POSTCLASSICAL AMETHYST INTAGLIO. SACRIFICE TO PRIAPUS.
17th-18th century
10x14x6 mm

Pan is standing facing left, sacrificing a rabbit on the altar of Priapus. The rural context of the
scene is symbolized by the tree. The figure is characterized by strong features, curly hair, goat
horns. The torso is slender but muscular, the legs sturdy and covered with goat hair, ending
with hooves. His left hand holds the pedum, aside the pan flute. The phallic symbolism is clearly
evident in this carving: both for the prominent attributes of the character and for the presence of
the erect phallus carved on the altar, dedicated to Priapus and with burning flames and offerings.
The stone shows ancient signs of wear and a predominantly ancient roman style. This amethyst is
characterized by an extraordianry vivid and luminous color, accentuated by the gem’s cabochon
shape.
250

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.200

186
186

187
187

251

252

253

254

A MODERN AMETHYST INTAGLIO

A BANDED AGATE FEMALE BUST

A POSTCLASSICAL CORAL CAMEO MOUNTED

A POSTCLASSICAL CORAL STICK

SET IN A GOLD STICK PIN. WINGED FEMALE FIGURE.

SET IN A GOLD STICK PIN.

IN A GOLD BROCH WITH BRILLANTS.

KNOB WITH SILVER HANDLE. GRYLLOS

19th century

18th century

BUST OF A WOMAN.

19th century

Intaglio : 7 x 13 mm Pin : 73 mm 3,59 g

H. 95 mm ; 8,36 grs

Late 19th century

Dim. 55x51 mm ; 34,7 grs

The standing allegorical figure is facing right,
holding a branch. This precious intaglio is
mounted on a fine gold stick pin characterized
by a refined frame worked by intertwined and
spherical elements. Very fine condition.

The figure is characterized by a veiled head, partially draped torso with large exposed breasts. The
bust is finely sculpted, emphasizing in the best
way the beauty of this banded agate, engraving the
body in the dark part and the drapery in the light
part of the stone. The nose is damaged. This microsculpture is set in an elegant mounting adorned
with plant motif, finely chiseled.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

31x26x14 mm (broch) ; 24x17x9 mm (cameo) ; 13,6 grs

Bust of a woman wearing a antique style dress. The
bust frontal, meanwhile the head is slightly bent in
three-quarters. The hair pulled back in a bun, she
wears a diadema. The iconography suggests a depiction of a goddess or a empress. The cameo is set
in a gold brooch, the rim decorates with brilliants
(some missing).

Provenance : U.K., private collection

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 600 - 800

£ 500 - 700

188
188

The upper of this stick terminal shows a sculpted
three-headed gryllos; a grotesque mask, a dog
head and a lion head. The clasp in silver inlaid with
turquoise and garnets. Interesting rare subject.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 800 - 1.000

189
189

255

256

A LARGE TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO SET IN A VICTORIAN

A NEOCLASSICAL ONYX CAMEO SET IN A GOLD BROOCH WITH PEARLS.

GILDED MASSIVE SILVER SAUF BOX. VEILED BUST OF FLORA.

BUST OF APOLLO.

19th century

Second half of the 19th century

Cameo 32x42 mm ; Box 63x77x37 mm

Cameo 16x22 mm ; 15 grs

The female bust is turned to the right side. The figure is characterized by thick
hair adorned with a flowers wreath. The head is veiled and the bust is draped. The
stone is set in a fine boxe finely engraved, adorned with a garland frame on the
edge. Very fine condition. Octagonal mark: Helmeted head of Minerva (1st title),
facing right. French manufacture since 1838.

The young god, identifiable with the Apollo Belvedere model, faces right and is wearing a tunique
with chlamys. Beautiful victorian gold brooch with pearls. This prototype has been widely copied and
reproduced also on cameos, inspired by the famous statue of the Vatican. For example, the cameo
engraved by Saulini in the parure of the Metropoliotan Museum (inv..40.20.55a–c). A very fine exemple
of this type comes from the production on Nathaniel Marchant.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

Parallels: Catalogue of One Hundred Impressions from Gems engraved by Nathaniel Marchant, J.Edwards, London, 1792, pg. 10, no. XIV, for a listing of a sardonyx intaglio of the Apollo Belvedere, commissioned by the politician J. Cox Hippisley, 1st Baronet (1746-1825). Seidmann, Nathaniel Marchant,
Gem Engraver, 1739-1816, The Walpole Society,LIII, 1987, pg.41-2, no.11, mentions that this design of
the Apollo Belvedere was particularly popular, and Marchant carved several intaglios of it.

£ 1.000 - 1.200

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.200 - 1.500

190
190

191
191

257

A TWO-LAYERED AGATE CAMEO MOUNTED ON A GOLD BROOCH. FEMALE BUST.
19th century
38x47x26 mm ; 28,92 grs

The figure, characterized by a detailed engraved hair, held in place by a double band and gathered at
the nape, is turned to the left, with front bust and face turned in profile. The figure is in torsion, the
face looks down. Plastic pose inspired by classical Greek-Roman statuary models.A very well executed work in very high relief. Gold brooch with a frame decorated with circular and curved motifs with
smooth or braided wire.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

258

A LARGE NEOCLASSICAL CARNELIAN INTAGLIO.
DIOGENES.
18th - 19th century
22x26x4 mm

The philosopher is showing seated with his typical attributes: a book, a stick inside a large jar;
here symbolized by engraved circles and on the
background horizontal ligns imitating the bottom of a barrel. Interesting work and execution.
Rare subject.
Parallel : Painting of Diogene by Raphael in the School of Athens ; Diogenes by John William Waterhouse, 1882, Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 500

259

A NEOCLASSICAL BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO.
BUST OF ESCULAPE.
19th century
19x19x5 mm

The god of medecine is facing left and characterized
by an intense look releasing the serenity and divine
strength, enhanced by the rest of the features: a
strong aquiline nose, high cheekbone, small closed
lips framed by a curly voluminous beard joining
the hair on the side. The hair are divided in two
by a band that narrows the skullcap with thin incised ligns. He wears a cloack. Interesting choice of
stone. Fine execution. Mirror polishing.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 500 - 700

192
192

193
193

260

A LARGE NEOCLASSICAL CARNELIAN INTAGLIO. ALLEGORY OF AURORA.
Early 19th century
32x35x5 mm

The divinity is represented riding a biga above clouds. On top, a winged Eros holding a torch. In front
of the biga, a star. Very nice polishing of the engraving. Fine execution, close to the Pichler’s and Cerbara’s intaglios with the same subject. Attractive vivid color. Slight wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.500 - 2.000

261

194
194

195
195

261

A FINE NEOCLASSICAL CARNELIAN INTAGLIO SIGNED CERBARA,
MOUNTED IN A GOLD PENDANT. BUST OF MARIA LUISA DI BORBONE.
19th century
27x46x4 mm (pendant) ; 21x27x4 mm (intaglio) ; 10,2 grs

This splendid and important intaglio executed by Giuseppe Cerbara (1770-1856) depicts the portrait of
Maria Luisa di Borbone (1782-1824), wife of Ludovico di Borbone-Parma and mother of Carlo Ludovico.
She was Queen of Etruria (1801-1807), duchess of Lucca (1815-1824). The gems was previously reported
in Alexander von Wuttemberg collection, and attested in the Paoletti as « Maria Luisa Infante di Spagna
sua Madre ». The portrait is engraved with the highest quality and beauty. Behind, on her shoulder, then
signature CERBARA. Attractive color of the stone, with honey shades, masterfully polished. The high carat
gold mounting is posterior, using the piece as a pendant. Very good state of conservation.
Parallel : L.Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli, La collezione Paoletti. Stampi in vetro per impronte di intagli e cammei, vol. II, p. 145 n. 289 (tomo sesto).
Provenance : European private collection

£ 6.000 - 8.000

Paoletti, n. 289
196
196

197
197

262

A NEOCLASSICAL GLASS INTAGLIO SIGNED PICHLER
MOUNTED ON A GOLD SEAL. EROS.
19th century
Intaglio 25x19 mm ; 13 grs

Beautiful impression taken from an intaglio firmed in greek by PICHLER and
inspired by the Centocelle Eros (Vatican Museums, Pio Clementino Museum,
Gallery of the Statues); back then called « Genio del Vaticano ». Originally, a
sardonyx intaglio made in 1782, replicated also in cameo. The glass is set in an
elegant mounting for seal formed by 4 mixtlinear extensions and ending in a
jockstrap ring. Slight signs of wear.
Parallel : L.Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli, La collezione Paoletti. Stampi in vetro per impronte di intagli e cammei, vol. II, p.
40 n. 199.

262

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 700 - 900

263

A FINE POSTCLASSIC SILVER SEAL SET WITH BRILLANTS
AND EMERALDS AND A ROMAN LAPIS LAZULI INTAGLIO. ALLEGORY OF VICTORY.
18th century
Intaglio 11x12 mm ; high 47 mm ; 9,4 grs

The seal is characterized by a complex structure in silver and yellow gold, set
with diamonds and emeralds. Below, an ancient lapis lazuli intaglio depicting a
winged Victory crowning a trophy. Above, the seal ends with a small dark head of
moor, covered with black and white enamel, with a jockstrap ring. Refined object
in excellent condition. Slight signs of wear.
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Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 1.500 - 1.800

198
198

199
199
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A FINE NEOCLASSICAL THREE LAYER AGATE INTAGLIO, SET
IN A POSTCLASSICAL GOLD RING. TWO DOGS COPULATING.
18th - 19th century
intaglio 19x19x6 mm ; US ring size 7.5 ; 13,4 grs

Rare and unusual representation of two dogs caught in the act of copulating. The two quadrupeds are facing
right, inside an ancient Roman residence as symbolized by the presence of a three-footed candelabrum with
a lamp on one side, and a jug on the other side. Ground line. The animals are characterized by a marked
musculature well engraved in its anatomical details: the effort of the dog that mounts is also expressed by
the arching of the vertebral column (whose bones can be seen) and of the thoracic cavity, together with the
swelling of the muscles of the thighs and shoulders. His face is leaning upwards, as a sign of success, while
the receiving dog is slightly bent forward. Both have the collar. Use of globular elements for the eyes. The
carving is performed on a large three-layered sardonyx agate magic eye. The surface shows ancient signs
of wear and in transparency also the signs of heat burn. The gem is set in an elegant 19th century gold ring.
Grand Tour era. Rare subject.
Parallel : Beazley Archive n. 90. Two dogs copulating, intaglio in red jasper, shape F1, 12 x 10, 1st cent. BC/AD.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 2.500 - 3.500

200
200

201
201
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A SILVER RING SET WITH A NEOCLASSICAL PURPLE GLASS IMPRESSION.

A LOT OF 10 NEOCLASSICAL GLASS IMPRESSIONS AND A GREEN JASPER INTAGLIO.

PORTRAIT OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

19th century

19th century

Impression 16x19x6 mm ; ring US size 9

The portrait of the famous general and english politician is facing left. Arthur Wellesley, 1st duke of Wellington (1769-1852) is mostly famous for his victory against Napoleon during the Waterloo Battle. The Tassie
glass impression, of light amethyst colour is mounted in a silver ring with dark patina. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 300 - 500

202
202

min 12x16x2,5 mm; max 27x29x6 mm

Portrait of Bacchus or a bacchante; Priapic scene; Allegorical figure; Priestress
; late republican portrait ; Greek male portrait; a sphinx; mythological scene;
late hellenistic portrait; motto with a dove ; Venus. Wear marks.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 400 - 600

203
203

267

A LARGE GRAND TOUR GLASS IMPRESSION. IMPERIAL PORTRAITS.
19th century (?)
30x39x7 mm

Rare impression with portraits of Neron, Oton, and Poppea from a carnelian intaglio (Hermitage museum, Saint Petersburg, collection of Catherine II, prev. Orleans, inv. 4414 Cabinet d’Orléans, 1786) with greek inscriptions, bust of Dioscures and snake. Transparent glass. Wear marks.
Parallel : L.Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli, La collezione Paoletti. Stampi in vetro per impronte di intagli e cammei,
vol. I, p. 322 n. 608
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300
268

LOT OF 2 NEOCLASSICAL GLASS IMPRESSIONS. IMPERIAL PORTRAITS.
19th century
16x19x3 mm ; 19x27x4 mm

Lot composed of a small orange glass, with three laureated heads of
roman generals (Triumvirat), and a larger red glass, with the laureated
head of Julius Caesar. Excellent state, with slight signs of wear. Impression after intaglios. Grand Tour era.
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268

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 200 - 300

269

A LOT OF 2 GLASS PASTE IMPRESSIONS. CLASSICAL PORTRAITS.
19th century
22x25x5 mm ; 23x27x5 mm

Two male portraits, facing right, inspired by graeco-roman models. The
first is an effigy of a roman character, signed in greek; the second is a
draped bust of Apollo. Glassy paste imitating red jasper. Impressions
taken from intaglios. Grand Tour era.
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Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 150 - 200

204

205

270

272

A LOT OF 2 RARE ELECTROTYPE SILVER

A POSTCLASSICAL GLASS IMPRESSION.

IMPRESSIONS FROM PONIATOWSKI GEMS.

HERCULES.

MYTHOLOGICAL SCENES.

19th - 20th century

19th century

19x22x4 mm

29x38x1,5 mm ; 10,9 grs ; 24x41x1 mm; 4,59 grs

The hero, with a knee on the ground and bent forward, is subdued by Eros. Allegory of Love subduing
the Strenght. Purple polychromed glass.

Pair of silver impressions, made with the
19th century galvanic procedure after two
Poniatowski gems. An intaglio signed by
Gnaios and an other by Dioskourides; both
pseudonyme of neoclassical engravers.
Mythological scenes. Very good state of
conservation and nice cabinet patina. Rare.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 40 - 60
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A LARGE POSTCLASSICAL JASPER CAMEO.

Parallel : Beazley Archive, gem database - Poniatowski collection.

BUST OF A BEARDED CHARACTER.
19th - 20th century

Provenance : U.K., private collection

39x47x10 mm

£ 300 - 500

Identifiable perhaps with the effigy of a scientist (the
face reminds the astronomer Galileo Galilei (15641642), the character is facing left and is characterized by a thick beard, partially bald skull; the man
wears a shirt with a button on the collar, here open,
and above a heavy jacket with a large folded collar,
and above again a cloak, carved with details. The
head is in profile while the bust is almost in front.
Large cameo. Interesting variety of stone. Small
chips on the edge.
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Provenance : U.K., private collection

A NEOCLASSICAL IRON BERLIN

£ 800 - 1.000

CAMEO PLAQUETTE. APOLLO OF BELVEDERE
19th century

274

24x29x3 mm

AN OPALE CAMEO. PEACOCK.

Draped bust of the famous Apollo of the Belvedere, with face in profile and almost frontal bust. Beautiful patina, deposits and slight
iridescence. The bust is assembled on the
bottom. Intact.

End of 19th - Beginning 20th century
10x14x4 mm

The sacred bird attributed to the goddess Hera is presented in
front and craved in relief using the nice iridescence of the stone.
In inverted drop-shape, this cameo is an uncommun testimony
of engraving work on opale reminds the work in the same type
of Wilhem Schmidt.

Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 100 - 200

Parallel : Charlotte Gere et Judy Rudoe : Jewellery in the age of Queen Victoria.
A mirror to the world (Londres, 2010, p. 481).
Provenance : Old french collectio, 1920’s
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£ 400 - 600
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A LARGE NEOCLASSICAL BANDED AGATE INTAGLIO BY PICHLER. THESEUS AND THE MINOTAUR.
19th century
15x18x3 mm

The famous mythical episode in which Theseus killed the Minotaur is represented here in a powerful scene
engraved on a large banded agate. The hero is giving with a club the fatal strike that will kill the beast,
represented with one knee on the ground, in agony, blocked by the arm and by the right leg of Theseus. The
postures of both characters are elegant, typically neoclassical after an original roman marble group found
in 1740 in Genzano, near Rome, than into the Albani collection (“217. Group of Theseus killing the Minotaur,
in the same way that this fact is represented in Athens medal at the Caylus tom. 3 p. 131. Ant. Gr. Plate 34
n.4 .... It was found in the year 1740 in Genzano ... ”). This scene is present in a very similar way, with some
variations, on some Roman coins (Attica, Athens, 145/55-175 AD, on the reverse The Minotaur holding a
club in his right hand, left hand holding an horn of the Minotaur kneeling, who is preparing to slay, SNG
Copenhagen 341 var.; Bithynia, Nicomedia, Severis Alexander SNG von Aulock 784).
Parallel : L.Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli, La collezione Paoletti. Stampi in vetro per impronte di intagli e cammei, vol. II, p. 305 n. 295; C. Fea, Indicazione
antiquaria per la villa suburbana dell’eccellentissima casa Albani, sec. Ed. Roma 1803, p. 24.
Provenance : U.K., private collection

£ 6.000 - 8.000

This model was also followed in the neoclassical
glyptic production, as evidenced by a rare glass
impression from the Paoletti collection (yellow
glass, inv. MR 28112, The Minotaur killed by
Theseus, from an unsigned intaglio in sardonic,
London, British Museum coll. Blacas 1866, erroneously attributed at the time to Marchant). In
the Pichler gem, the anatomic rendering and all
the details are engraved with great artistic and
technical mastery. The musculature is marked
and well proportioned with elegance, the poses
are never rigid. Great skill also revealed by the
feet in perspective, and by the features of the
faces. In particular, the physiognomic rendering
of the face of Theseus is interesting, very similar to some Antonio Canova portraits. It was the
sculptor himself, in 1781-83 (London, V&A) who
sculpted a statuary group with Theseus and the
Minotaur, portrayed after the violent fight. In this
Pichler’s intaglio, the presence of human bones of
the Minotaur’s victims is also interesting, in the
same style as some Poniatowski gems.
This banded agate intaglio has the “PICHLER EPOI

(EI)” signature in greek letters, with abbreviation;
the signature is well centered in the clear band of
the stone. This signature is attributable with good
certainty to Antonio Pichler. (1697-1779), father
and progenitor of the famous dynasty of engravers (see Index of Greek signatures in Coll. Paoletti
II p. 491). This attribution is also supported by the
more severe engraving style, in line with several
currently known works made by Antonio. Beautiful variety of banded agate. Wear marks.

Roma, Villa Albani
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This notice is addressed by Bertolami Fine Arts LTD to any person who may be interested in a Lot. Any
additional information applicable to the Sale may be set out in the Catalogue for the Sale, in an insert in the
Catalogue and/or in a notice displayed at the Sale venue and you should read them as well.
The terms and conditions of sales applied to both floor and online Bertolami Fine Arts LTD sales are the ones
on the bertolamifinearts.com site and not those published in the printed catalogs.
1. OUR ROLE
In its role as Auctioneer of Lots, Bertolami Fine Arts LTD acts solely for and in the interests of the Seller. Our
experts are available to prospective buyers to provide information about lots for sale.
The Seller has authorized Bertolami Fine Arts LTD to sell the Lot as its agent on its behalf and, save where
we explicitly make it clear to the contrary, Bertolami Fine Arts LTD acts only as agent for the Seller. Any
statement or representation we make in respect of a Lot is made on the Seller’s behalf.
Bertolami Fine Arts LTD does not owe or undertake or agree to any duty or responsibility to you in contract
or tort (whether direct, collateral, express, implied or otherwise). If you successfully bid for a Lot and buy it,
at that stage Bertolami Fine Arts LTD does enter into an agreement with the Buyer. The terms of that contract
are set out in our Buyer’s Agreement, which you will find beneath.
2. LOTS
Subject to the Contractual Description printed in bold letters in the Entry about the Lot in the Catalogue, Lots
are sold to the Buyer on an “as is” basis, with all faults and imperfections. Illustrations and photographs contained in the Catalogue (other than photographs forming part of the Contractual Description) or elsewhere of
any Lots are for identification purposes only. They may not reveal the true condition of the Lot. A photograph
or illustration may not reflect an accurate reproduction of the color(s) of the Lot. Lots are available for inspection prior to the Sale and it is for you to satisfy yourself as to each and every aspect of a Lot, including its
authorship, attribution, condition, provenance, history, background, authenticity, style, period, age, suitability,
quality, roadworthiness (if relevant), origin, value and estimated selling price. It is your responsibility to examine any Lot in which you are interested. It should be remembered that the actual condition of a Lot may not
be as good as that indicated by its outward appearance. We can assist in arranging facilities for you to carry
out or have carried out more detailed inspections and tests. Please ask our staff for details. Any person who
damages a Lot will be held liable for the loss caused.
3. DESCRIPTIONS OF LOTS AND ESTIMATES
Contractual Description of a Lot
The Catalogue contains a description of our experts and an image about each Lot.
Estimates
The estimate is printed beside the description. Estimates are only the result of negotiations between Bertolami Fine Arts LTD and the Seller. They does not take into account any VAT or Buyer’s fees. The estimate of
each lot is in pound.
Condition Reports
Bertolami Fine Arts LTD can give to all customers the Condition Report on each lot. If so requested, this will
be provided by Bertolami Fine Arts LTD on behalf of the Seller free of charge.
The Seller’s responsibility to you
The seller undertakes to respect all contractual obligations listed here relating the sale of the items in the
auction.
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Bertolami Fine Arts LTD’s responsibility to you
Bertolami Fine Arts LTD acts as an intermediary for the sale and it commits itself to allow analysis, study or
test for the interest of the seller and buyer unless they are invasive or damaging the item.
Alterations
Descriptions and Estimates may be amended at Bertolami Fine Arts LTD discretion from time to time by
notice given orally or in writing before or during a Sale or by publication. Each lot is available for examine
before the sale.
Reserve Price
BFA may accept absentee bids which are below the reserve price.
If the bidding ends before the reserve is reached, Bertolami Fine Arts will submit the consignor the highest
absentee bid below the reserve price received. The decision of the seller will be communicated to the bidder
within fifteen days from the auction date.
4. CONDUCT OF THE SALE
Our Sales are public auctions which persons may attend and you should take the opportunity to do so. We
do reserve the right at our sole discretion to refuse admission to our premises or to any Sale without stating
a reason. We have complete discretion as to whether the Sale proceeds, whether any Lot is included in the
Sale, the manner in which the Sale is conducted and we may offer Lots for Sale in any order we choose notwithstanding the numbers given to Lots in the Catalogue. You should therefore check the date and starting
time of the Sale, whether there have been any withdrawals or late entries. Remember that withdrawals and
late entries may affect the time at which a Lot you are interested in is put up for Sale. We have complete
discretion to refuse any bid, to nominate any bidding increment we consider appropriate, to divide any Lot, to
combine two or more Lots, to withdraw any Lot from a Sale and, before the Sale has been closed, to put up
any Lot for auction again.
Some lots may carry a reserve. The auctioneer reserves the right not to sell an item below the confidential
price, or will repurchase the item on behalf of the consignor or of BFA. If a reserve exists the auctioneer
reserves the right to bid on any lot on behalf of the consignor up to the amount of the reserve against any
floor or mail bidders. The auctioneer also reserves the right to bid on any lot on behalf of BFA. The Buyer will
be the Bidder who makes the highest bid acceptable to the Auctioneer for any Lot (subject to any applicable
Reserve) to whom the Lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer at the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer.
Any dispute as to the highest acceptable bid will be settled by the Auctioneer at his or her absolute discretion.
All bids tendered will relate to the actual Lot number announced by the Auctioneer. An electronic currency
converter may be used at the Sale. This equipment is provided as a general guide as to the equivalent
amount in certain currencies of a given bid. All estimates are in POUNDS STERLING. We do not accept any
responsibility for any errors which may occur in the use of the currency converter. We may use video cameras to record the Sale.
5. BIDDING
We do not accept bids from any person who has not completed and delivered to us one of our Bidding Forms,
either our Bidder Registration Form, Absentee Bidding Form or Telephone Bidding Form. You will be asked
for proof of identity, residence and references, which, when asked for, you must supply if your bids are to be
accepted by us. Please bring your passport, driving license (or similar photographic proof of identity) and
proof of address. We may request a deposit from you before allowing you to bid. We may refuse entry to a
Sale to any person even if that person has completed a Bidding Form.
Bidding in person
You should come to our Bidder registration desk at the Sale venue and fill out a Bidder Registration Form on
(or, if possible, before) the day of the Sale. The bidding number system is sometimes referred to as “paddle
bidding”. You will be issued with a large card (a “paddle”) with a printed number on it. This will be attributed
to you for the purposes of the Sale. Should you be a successful Bidder you will need to ensure that your
number can be clearly seen by the Auctioneer and that it is your number which is identified as the Buyer’s.
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You should not let anyone else use your paddle as all Lots will be invoiced to the name and address given
on your Bidder Registration Form. Once an invoice is issued it will not be changed. If there is any doubt as to
the Hammer Price of, or whether you are the successful Bidder of, a particular Lot, you must draw this to the
attention of the Auctioneer before the next Lot is offered for Sale. At the end of the Sale, or when you have
finished bidding please return your paddle to the Bidder registration desk.
Bidding by telephone (only available on lots with a low estimate greater than £500)
If you wish to bid at the Sale by telephone, please complete a Telephone Bidding Form, which is available
from our offices or in the Catalogue. Please then return it to the office responsible
for the Sale at least 24 hours in advance of the Sale. It is your responsibility to check with our Bids Office that
your bid has been received. Telephone calls will be recorded. The telephone bidding facility is a discretionary
service and may not be available in relation to all Lots. We will not be responsible for bidding on your behalf
if you are unavailable at the time of the Sale or if the telephone connection is interrupted during bidding. Our
staff will be available for phone calls in foreign languages as long as previously agreed upon.
Bidding by post or fax
Absentee Bidding Forms can be found in the back of this Catalogue and should be completed and sent to the
office responsible for the Sale. It is in your interest to return your form as soon as possible, as if two or more
Bidders submit identical bids for a Lot, the first bid received takes preference. In any event, all bids should
be received at least 24 hours before the start of the Sale. Please check your Absentee Bidding Form carefully
before returning it to us, fully completed and signed by you. It is your responsibility to check with our Bids
Office that your bid has been received. This additional service is complimentary and confidential. Such bids
are made at your own risk and we cannot accept liability for our failure to receive and/or place any such
bids. All bids made on your behalf will be made at the lowest level possible subject to Reserves and other
bids made for the Lot. Where appropriate your bids will be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent
with the Auctioneer’s bidding increments. New Bidders must also provide proof of identity and address when
submitting bids. Failure to do this will result in your bid not being placed.
Bidding via the internet
Please visit our Website at www.bertolamifinearts.com for details of how to bid via the internet.
Bidding through an agent
Bids will be accepted as placed on behalf of the person named as the principal on the Bidding Form although
we may refuse to accept bids from an agent on behalf of a principal and will require written confirmation from
the principal confirming the agent’s authority to bid. For further details, please contact Customer Services of
Bertolami Fine Arts LTD.
6. CONTRACTS BETWEEN THE BUYER AND SELLER AND THE BUYER AND BERTOLAMI FINE ARTS LTD
On the Lot being knocked down to the Buyer, a Contract for Sale of the Lot will be entered into between the
Seller and the Buyer on the terms of the Contract for Sale set out in Appendix 1 at the back of the Catalogue.
You will be liable to pay the Purchase Price, which is the Hammer Price plus any applicable VAT. At the same
time, a separate contract is also entered into between us as Auctioneers and the Buyer. Please read the
terms of the Contract for Sale and our Buyer’s Agreement contained in the Catalogue in case you are the successful Bidder. We may change the terms of either or both of these agreements prior to them being entered
into, by setting out different terms in the Catalogue and/or by placing an insert in the Catalogue and/or by
notices at the Sale venue and/or by oral announcements before and during the Sale.
7. BUYER’S PREMIUM AND OTHER CHARGES PAYABLE BY THE BUYER
Under the Buyer’s Agreement, a premium (the Buyer’s Premium) is payable to us by the Buyer in accordance
with the terms of the Buyer’s Agreement and at rates set out below, calculated by reference to the Hammer
Price and payable in addition to it. Storage charges and Expenses are also payable by the Buyer as set out in
the Buyer’s Agreement. The following Buyer’s Premium is written within the “information for buyers”.
In order to harmonize tax procedures among EU countries, with effect from 1 January 2001 new rules were
introduced with the extension to the Auction Houses of the margin scheme. Article. 45 of Law 342 of 21
November 2000 provides for the application of the scheme to sales concluded in execution of contracts of
commission defined:
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• private clients;
• clients to tax that the operation subject to the margin scheme;
• Customers who have not been able to deduct the tax in accordance with Art. 19, 19 bis, and 19-bis2 the DPR.
633/72 (which have sold well in free ex-Art. 10, 27-d)
• customers who benefit from the exemption arrangements provided for small businesses in the State of
origin.
By virtue of special legislation, in cases mentioned above any VAT tax, or a sum in lieu of VAT, if applicable, it
is charged by the Auction House. No symbol will be used for lots sold under the margin scheme.
8. PAYMENT
The payment of the sold lots must be made immediately after the auction and can be made by bank transfer,
cash, check, bank check bank account, credit card (Visa or Mastercard). Were exceptional exchange rate
variations to occur due to imponderable situations, Bertolami Fine Arts LTD may, at its sole discretion, issue
invoices in UK pounds (GBP), US dollars (USD), Euros (EUR).
If the invoices are in terms of Euros or US dollars, we will apply the exchange rate between UK pounds and
Euros or UK pounds and US dollars prevailing at the time of the contract of sale (auction date).
Bertolami Fine Arts LTD will bill to the same person that is at the registration of the pallet unless previously
agreed otherwise with the Administration. As required by law, Bertolami Fine Arts LTD is obliged to call for
their customers to show an identity document (identity card, driving license, passport) and confirmation of
address. Buyers wishing to pay by bank check must make arrangements with the Administration. It is not
possible to deliver the goods before the payment by check or bank draft until encashment of the check, unless otherwise agreed prior to the auction.You will find the bank details in the invoice.
Payment can be made by Visa or Mastercard only by the cardholder. Bertolami Fine Arts LTD reserves the
right to check the source of the payments received. Bertolami Fine Arts LTD reserves the right to refuse
payments received from people different from the purchaser. However, in limited circumstances and in any
case with the consent of the seller, Bertolami Fine Arts LTD has the ability to offer buyers it deems reliable
the option of paying for goods purchased at cadences deferred. The mode of deferred payment will be set out
before the sale. Before considering whether or not to grant deferred payments, Bertolami Fine Arts LTD may
ask for references and documentation on the reliability and identity of the buyer. It will not allow anyone to
withdraw the lot prior to the payment, unless credit has been granted before the auction.
9. COLLECTION
It is Bertolami Fine Arts LTD policy to request proof of identity on collection of a lot. Lots will be released to
you or your authorized representative when full and cleared payment has been received by Bertolami Fine
Arts LTD.
10. STORAGE
Storage and handling charges may apply.
For information concerning post sale storage and charges, please contact our Customer office.
11. LOSS OR DAMAGE
Buyers are reminded that Bertolami Fine Arts LTD accepts liability for loss or damage to lots for a maximum
period of ten (10) days after the date of the auction.
12. SHIPPING
Bertolami Fine Arts LTD Shipping Department can advise buyers on exporting and shipping property. You can
contact the Customer service on the number that you see in our website.
The entire shipment costs are to be paid for by the buyer. Additionally, a form to provide shipping instructions is attached to the buyer’s invoice. Your shipper will include a quote for transit insurance. All shipments
should be unpacked and checked on delivery and any discrepancies notified to the transit insurer or shipper
immediately.
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Prospective purchasers are advised that several countries prohibit the importation of property containing
materials from endangered species, including but not limited to coral, ivory and tortoiseshell. Accordingly,
prospective purchasers should familiarize themselves with relevant customs regulations prior to bidding if
they intend to import this lot into another country.
13. THE SELLERS AND/OR BERTOLAMI FINE ARTS LTD’ LIABILITY
Besides the responsibilities and obligations of sellers and Bertolami Fine Arts LTD above, neither sellers
nor Bertolami Fine Arts LTD shall be held responsible for any error in the description of the lots or in their
estimates for the sale and for any omissions that may result in losses or damage to property or assets to the
purchaser.
14. DATA PROTECTION – USE OF YOUR INFORMATION
Were we to obtain any personal information about you, we would only use it in accordance with the terms of
our Privacy Policy, subject to any additional specific consent you may have given at the time your information
was disclosed.
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